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subject to qovernment decisions. Separate discussions have been 
publi!<hed trPntinq deforestation's causes in Brazil (Fearnside, 
l987a), its meaqer benefits (Fearnside, 1985a, 1986al, heavy 
environmental costs !Fearnside, 1985b, 1988), and irrationality 
from the perspective of the lonq-term interests of the country 
(Fearnside, 19~9a,b). Measures that would help slow forest loss 
in Brazilian Amazonia have been reviewed both from the perspective 
of what the ~razilian qovernment could do (Fearnside, l989c) and 
that of possible contributions from other countries (Fearnside, 
1989d I. Potential impact. on other countries makes Amazonian 
deforestation a focus of worldwide concern (Fearnside, 1989gl. 

The present and potential contributions to the qreenhouse 
effect from deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon are uncertain 
b~cause of the small amount and low reliability of data on several 
k~y contponents in the calcul11tion. Brazilian Amazonia's great size 
and heteroqeneity, combined with the relative paucity of data, make 
the~e uncertainties a weak point in global carbon budqet 
c.,lculations. 

The present contribution of deforestation i!1 a function of 
the annual rate at which forests are being cleared, biomass of the 
fore~ts, partioninq of biomass in above and below ground 
compartments, carbon content of the vegetation, fraction of 
aboveground c11rbon tr11nsferred to long-term pools such as charcoal, 
completeness of burninc;t, reburning pr11ctices (including 
tr~nsformations to nnd from charcoal pools), rate of decomposition 
of unburned biomass, carbon stocks in replacement vegetation, and 
carbon stocks in soil under original and replacement vegetations. 
The ratio of gases released by deforestation affects contribution 
to the greenhouse effect. Calculation of potential release also 
requires knowing the total area for each vegetation type present. 
All of these quantities are uncertain. The uncertainty of the 
overall result depends both on the uncertainty of each factor and 
on the sensitivity of the result to changes in that factor. Many 
uncertainties have multiplicative eff~cts, rapidly degrading the 
reliability of the calculated releases (Robinson, 1989). Despite 
these limitations, it is essential that the best estimate possible 
b~ m;,de from the available data. rihere measurements are missing 
for needed quantities, such .as the biomass of certain vegetation 
tj'pf"s, then guesses or assumptions based on similar vegetation 
elsewhere must be used. Use of such low-reliability v11lues is 
preferable to extrapolating to the region from the few existing 
high-reliability biomass measurements: it is better to be 
ilpproximately right than to be precisely wrong. Despite 
disagreements ;,nd conflicting data on such vital factors as forest 
biom;,ss and deforestation r11tes, the conclusion remains inescapablEc> 
that Amazonian deforestation makes a significant contribution to 
the greenhouse effect. More fundamental than disagreements about 
the magnitude of deforestation and biomass ia lack of consensus 
over how the results should be interpreted in terms of policy 
changes. 

ABSTRACT 
Examination of the often contradictory eatimatea of the rate 

and extent of deforestation in Brazilian Amazonia leads to a •best 
estimatej of2 the c~ulative area of forest cleared through 1918 a~ 
345 X 10 km (including old clearingsd, or 8.2\ of the 4 X 10 km 
forested portion of Brazil's 5 X 10 km2 Legal Alnazon region. 
Recent !post-19601 ~learing of primary and old secondary forest 
totaled 268 X 10 3 km ,or 6.4\. Including clearing in the cerrado 
incre~es ihe total of recent clearing to 460 

X 10 km , or 9.6\ of the area originally under for,st 'nd 
cerrado. Forest loss in 1988 was proceeding at 20 X 10 1tm I 
year. in£lusion of estimated cerrado loss raises the total to 39 
X lO~km I year, an area almost the size of Rolland. 

Mean dry weight biomass Iabove and below ground) is estimated 
at 211 metric tons (HTI/ha for forest areas being cleared in 1988 
and 247 MT/ha for the region's forest as a whole (carbon content 
of biomass is SO\ I. Pasture biomass averages 10.7 HT/ha. Soil 
release of carbon (Cl from converting forest to pasture is 3.92 
HT/ha from the top 20 em. Were all of the forest and cerrado areas 
converted to pasture, 51 billion metric tons (gigatons • GT) of C 
would be released. The ann~al rate of forest and cerrado loss in 
1988 was releasing 2i0 X 10 MT of carbon on conversion to cattle 
pasture. Considering the quantities of carbon dioxide and methane 
released -- and ttn?-relatively greater impact of methane carbon on 
the greenhouse effect -- the release of carbon in these two fo~s 
at 1988 clearing rates total!' from 262 to 282 million metric tons, 
depending on assumptions regarding methane release from burning 
and from termites. This is almost three times the annual carbon 
release from Brazil's use of fossil fuels, but brings little 
benefit to the country. 

I.) INTRODUCTION 

The greenhouse effect is the sum of heat-absorbing actions of 
various gases emitted from a variety of human activities and 
natural processes in different parts of the world. Although c2rbon 
dioxide emissions from industrialized countries represent the 
largest single factor, other sources of greenhouse gases, such as 
tropical deforestation, also make significant contributions. 
Policies designed to control global warming must be baaed en an 
adequate understanding of the nature and magnitude of the gas 
sources, the cost and effectiveness of possible policy changes, and 
the benefits that are being derived from activities that nov 
release greenhouse gases. The Brazilian Amazon, with the largest 
remaining area of tropical forest, is of CPntral importance not 
only because deforestation in this region con·ributes a substantial 
amount of carbon to the atmosphere, but alsu because controlling 
deforestation is amply justified from the perspective of Brazil ·s 
own interests, independent of the question of global warming. 
Slowing forest loss is possible because · the process of 
deforestation in Brazil is largely driven by factors that ar• 
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II.) DEFORESTATION RATES 

11..) AVAll.ABLE ESTUIATES 

1.) Types of Data Sources 

Controv~rsy ~urrounds the existing estimates of the extent 
~no r~te of deforestation in Brazilian Amazonia. Other estimates 
have produced values substantially higher or lower than the ones 
derived in the present paper, which estimates that through 1988 
8.2\ of the originally forested portion of the Brazilian Amazon 
had been cleared (including old clearings), with new clearing in 
th] fo~'st (virgin + old secondary forest) area expanding at 20 X 
10 km year. , 

Much of the literature on the contribution of tropical 
deforestation to global warming has been based on the deforestation 
estimates of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations (FAO) for 1980 (Lanly, 1982). This survey is both out of 
date and unlikely to represent the true extent of deforestation 
even for the period it covers. The information it reports was 
obtained by a questionnaire sent to the government of each country, 
rather than from independent monitoring methods such as remote 
sensing. In the case of Brazil, the task of responding was given 
to the Superintendency for Development of the Amazon (SUOMI), the 
agency responsible for subsidizing and promoting large cattle 
ranches in the region. Much of the information available at the 
time (reviewed in Fearnside, 1982) is not reflected in the report. 

Data on deforestation are now available from a variety of 
satellites. Some of the conflicting values presented for the 
extent and rate deforestation are due to differences in the sensors 
and interpretation techniques used. The LANDSAT satellites of the 
US National Aeronautics and Space Agency (~ASA) are the source of 
much valuable information on deforestati'on. This satellite is 
de!ligned for moni.toring l~nd resource~, and is well suited to 
measuring deforested areas. Its main limitations are the high cost 
of images for a large area such as Amazonia, and the difficulty of 
obtaining cloud-free images because of relatively infrequent 
coverage (once every nine days with two satellites in operation). 
From the time the first LI\NOSAT satellite was launched in 1972 
until 1982 ~ll data were collected by the Hultisp~~tctral Scanner 
(MSSI with a resolution of 80 m (that is, with the image made up 
of picture elements or pixels each corresponding to an area 
measuring 80 m X 80 m) .. Since 1982 data from the Thematic ~1apper 
(TH), with a resolution of 30m, are also available. Data may be 
analy1.ed either by computer-aided interpretation of digital tapes, 
or by ll'anual interpretation of paper images. Digital 
-interpretation has the advantage of eliminating inconsistency among 
cartographers in their judgement as to what is to be counted as 
df'Corf'lltation. !'lmallf'r cl,.nringA c~n 11ho bl'! included u11in; digital 
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methods. On the other hand, manual interpretation of paper images 
allows greater opportunity for the application of common sense in 
distinguishing, for example, between cattle pastures and 
spectrally-similar .patches of •natural• grassland: pasture h 
usually in rectangular blocks whereas •natural• qras1land (vhich 
may owe its presence in part to burning by indigenous peoples) has 
irregular curved edges. 

In the case of photographic interpretation, the scale of images 
used can greatly affect the reliability of the resulting estimates. 

Paper images can be obtained at scales ranging from 1:100,000 to 
1:1,000,000: most deforestation estimates use either 1:250,000 or 
1:500,000 scale. . .'- .. <... ,.~ ....... :~ 

The Advanced Very High Resolutiort Radiometer (AVF.!Ut) sensor 
carried by the US Nationa 1 Aeronautics and .S~Administration 
(NOAA) weather satellites, provides ~ means of ~onitoring 
deforestation that is cheaper but coarser than LANDSAT. Images 
are obtained daily, making cloud-free coverage n:uch 1111ore likely 
than for LANDSAT. Data can be obtained at a resolution of 1.1 km 
by special request: if no special request is made, data are 
recorded at 3.4 km resolution. Deforested areas can be ~asured 
using a normalized difference relaticnship between the first two 
of the five spectra!channels recorded by the sensor co.;s-0.68 um 
and 0.73-1.1 pml (Tucker et al., 19841. Pi~els containing fires 
can be located and counted using the third and ~ourt!: channels 

- (3.5-3.9 um and 10.5-11.5 pml (Setzer et al., 19eEl. T~e area of 
the fires, which may be much smaller than the 120 ha pixel size of 
1.1 km resolution AVHRR data, cannot be reliably esti~ted. 

The French satellite SPOT, with a resolution of 10M, produces 
images sufficiently detailed to detect even the smallest clearings. 
However, the high cost of the images make them impractical for 
monitoring large areas. Coverage of the Brazilian Amazon would 
cost approximately USS3 million. SPOT data are impcrtant for 
calibrating other remote sensing tools, but no da~a are available 
covering sufficiently large areas for direct use in estimating 
deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon. 

Problems in interpreting the available data ir.clude data from 
different studies referring to overlapping but different 
geoqr~phica 1 1\re~s. H11ny studies on 1 y co' er e portion of • 
politicl\l unit, such ~s a state, makinq it hard to ~se t!:e results 
in conjunction with ~vailable state-level data. Interpre~in9 study 
results by vegetation tj·pe, such as ~orest and cerredo (t!:e central 
Brazilian scrub savannah), is often hampered by lnconsistencies 
among the definitions of the vegetation types by di!!erer:~ studies, 
and by frequent lack of explanation of the criteria used. 

6 
Hos5 

data in Brazil refer to the •Legal Amazon, • a 5 X 10 ktn 
administrative region to which special tax incentives and 
development proqrams apply. The Legal Amazon co~ers all or part 
of nine •tat~s1 dPprnding on th~ d~finitions of for•at, 

.p.. 
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approximately 70-80\ of the region is forest, while the remainder 
is savannah such as the cerrado (Figure 1). Because data have only 
been available for the area of clearing, but not for the original 
area of the v~getation under consideration, percentages have 
invariably been expressed using the areas of political units as 
denominators. This practice understates the relative extent of 
cl~aring, since humid savannahs are included in the d~nominators 
but not in the numerators. Many calculations also include wnter 
surfaces in the denominators. The distortion from using the areas 
of political units is unfortunate, but at least has allowed more
or-less consistent values to be compared between years. Recently, 
however, a much larger bias of this type has been introduced by a 
study of 1988 images that excluded the cerrado from the numerator 
while continuing to divide by th~ area of political units. 

An examination of some of the problems affecting different 
satellites and interpretation techniques will make clear why widely 
different conclusions are reached. Despite the difficulties, it 
is essential that the most reliable information be identified Cor 
each location. 

2.) ~VHRR Burning Estimates 

One study that has received widespread public attention 
estimated areas burning using the thermal infra-red bands of the 
A\1!RR sensor on the NOA/\-9 weather sate 11 i te. The study, conducted 
at Brazil'f Institute for Space Research (INPEl, concluded that-
204,000 k~ burnP-d in 1987 in the Brazilian Legal Amazon, of which 
80,000 km repres~nted deforestation in the region's forestrd 
portion (S~tzer et al., l98Bl. Most of the 9ifference between 
204,000 km (20 million hal and 80,000 km (8 million hal 
represents burning of the cerrado and of cattle pasture or other 
land uses. The value foz the total ar~a burned is too high, in 
part bec11use 427,331 km in the stnt~s of Goi !" and ~lnranh o 
outside the Legal /\mazon were included. 

The 80,000 km2 1987 value for clearing in the forest area is 
too high for two reasons. One is lack of an objective method for 
estimating the shnre of burning that represents deforestation. 
The 40\ correction fnctor used to cnlculate the deforestation valu~ 
was derived by Pereira (1987: 142). Ry comparing an AVHRR thermal 
ir:(ra-red estirrate of ,,ren burning with a refer!'nce v11lU!' fo2 
deforestation in the same year, Pereira estimated that 67,000 km 
was burning in the portion of the Legal Amazon covered by fhe 1985 
AVHRR image he used. The reference value (27,000 km l for 
deforestation in forest areas of the Legal Amazon in that year was 
tak!'n from a ne~o·spaper report of an interview gh•en by Carlos ~larx 
Ribeiro Carneiro (~larcos da Costa Pereira, personal communication, 
1987). It should be. noted that the statement of Carlos Marx 
Ribeiro Carneiro, who had coordinated IBDF"s LANDSAT study of 1980 
deforestation, may have been referring to the entire Legal Amazon 
rsther than forest only since the estimate he had coordinated 
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earlier used this larger administrative unit (Brazil, IBDF, 198Ja). 

The second reason for overestimation of bumed areas is 
saturation of the AVHRR sensor when ev~n a relatively small fire 
is present within one of the 120 ha picture elements or pixrls. 
Theoretical calcullltions indicate that a fire of only 30 11 il 
sufficient to make the whole of the 1,200,000 m2 pixel in which it 
is located appear as though it were on fire (Robinson, ndl. The 
constant correction factor of 0. 7 used to adjust for partially 
burning pixels is insufficient. The correction factor was derived 
by Pereira (1987: 142) by comparison of 1985 AVHRR and LANDSAT-TH 
results for an area in northern Hato Grosso. However, the sharp 
dependence of sensor saturation on fire temperature makes deriving 
a constant correction factor difficult. The relationship is 
nonlinear: a tiny increase in fire temperature results in a 
tremendous increase in the percentage of overestimation fr0111 
partially burning pixels. Fire temperature varies greatly 
depending on weather and fuel load conditions. 

Even if it were possible to obtain an accurate measurement of 
the area of the flame front, translating this into area burned 
would be difficult. The NCAA satellites pass over ~azonia daily 
at about 14:00 h, and the measurements capture only what is burning 
at the instant the image is taken. Since fires start at one side 
of a felled area and move across it over the course o~ about half 
a day, the area ~tned is larger (by a highly variable amount) than 
that which is burning at any given instant. Estimat!ng the area 
of fires is also hampered to a variable degree by thic~ clouds of 
smoke that blank!'t the region at the height of the bur~ing season. 

Overestimation due to saturation of the sensor is indicated 
by a discrepancy for Rond6nia between the thermal infra-red 
measurement of burning and another AVHRR measurement in the same 
stat!' snd yE>ar using reflected light from deforested areas. The 
areA registered as burning in Rond~ia (18.7\ of the state: Setzer 
~·· 1988: 28) --equivalent to approximately 40\ deforestation 
since each hectare is burned once every 2-J years -- is ~uch higher 
than the cumulative deforested area through the same year (15.1'1 
measured by Jean-Paul Halingreau (personal c.,mmur.icaticn, 1988: see 
Fearns ide, 19 B 9e l . Some of this discrepan ;y maj• be explained by 
fires in neighhoring portions of Bolivia having been !:-.advertently 
included in the Rondonia estirrate (A.W. Setzer, personal 
communication, 1989), but insufficient correction fc: saturated 
pixels is the likely cause of much of the overest!matior: by roughly 
a factor of two. Possible overestimation in the AVRRR 
deforestation estimate would only increase further the discrepancy 
with the burning results from the .AVHRR thermal inf:a-red band: 
as will be explained later, a 5orrected AVHRR cle!ring estimate for 
1987 indicates only 32,282 km (lJ.J\ of the state) deforested b¥ 
that year. A LANDSAT study for the same year reports 22,913 km 
cleared (Brazil, IBDF, 19891. 
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The INPE researchf!rs have made an AVHRR thermal infra-red 
estimate of burning in 1J88 indicating 121,000 km total in the 
Leg11l Amazon, 48,000 km (40\1 of which is attributed to new 
deforestation in the forest area (Setzer et al., in preparation). 
The 1988 estimnt!' doe!! not include areAs outside the Brazilian 
Legal Amazon, but uses the same subjective correction factors as 
the 1987 estimate to 11dju11t for burning that h not new fore!lt 
clearing (0.4) and for partially b•nning pixels (0.7). The method 
is therefore likely to produce unreliable area values for the same 
reasons that affected the 1987 burning estimate. This limitation 
does not affect other uses of the same images, as for estimating 
the number of fires and for pinpointing the location of burning 
(including identifying violators of Brazil's environmental laws). 

2.) The World nank Estimate 

The International Bank for Recbnstruction and De~elopment 
(World Bank) published a report estimating that 598,972 km 11.7~1 
o! the Ll"gal Amazon had been cleared by 1988 (Mahar, 1989; see 
Table 11. The estimate was derived from data presented in 
Fearnside (1986cl, where LANDSAT surv~ys of clearing through 1980 
are summarized (Brazil, IBDF, l983a; Tardin et al., 1980). 
Exponential projections within each state were made by the World 
Bank, with the apparent exception of the value for the state of 
Par • Data from more recent satellite measurements have shown that 
deforestation has not proceeded so quickly as it would have had the 
trends to 1980 continued unaltered. Over half the difference 
between the World Bank estimate and the linear projection estimate 
from the most recent data in each state is accounted !or by the 
state of Amazonas (Fearnside, 1989e). Amazonas, by far the largest 
state in Amazonia, weighs heavily in the regional total. The 6.8\ 
indicated as deforested by 1988 (Mahar, 1989) is much higher than 
what is apparent on INPE's mosaic of 1986 imagf!s (Brazil,• INPE, 
1988). The 0.8\ measured by INPB (Brazil, INPE, l989a,b) appears 
to be the most reasonable value for the state of Amazonas. 

3.) The INPE/Our Nature Program Estimate 

On 6 Apri 1 1989, the day of President Jos·' Sa rney 's 
itnnouncement of the Nessa Nature:>.a ("Our Nature") package of 
environmenta 1 programs, Orazi 1 s Institute for Spnce Research 
C INPEl released a new estimate of deforestation through 1988 
(Brazil, INPE, l989a). The study concluded that only 5.12\ of 
Orazil 's Legal Amazon had been deforested -- substantiAlly lower 
than the 8.0\ indicated by linear projection from the most recent 
satellite data available in each state (Fearnside, 1989e). The 
INPE study used LANDSAT-TH images at a scale of 1:1,000,000 to 
locate the most heavily deforested areas, and used 101 imAges at 
1:250,000 to measure deforestation in these locations (numbers from 
Roberto Pereira da Cunha, personal communication, 20 April 1989). 
The 133 images at 1:1 ,000, 000 not analyzed at 1:250,000 had no 
deforestation apparent and were considered to be completl"ly intact 
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--measurements "'ere not made on 1:1,000,000 images (JI,P. da Cunha, 
personal communication, 20 l'.pril 19891. Host of thf! images are 
from 1988 (R.P. da Cunha, personal communication, 20 April 19891, 
but a list of i~ages with their dates is not included. Previous 
studies have invariably been forced to usf! a substantial (t:ut 
highly variable) number of imag~s from years prior to the nominal 
yl"ar of the f!stimate becausP o! Amazonia"• notorioua cloud cover. 

A second edition of the INPE report on the study was released 
on 2 Hay 1989 (Brazil, INPE, l98~b). The revised edition contains 
important differences for interpreting the results. The 1988 
measurements were originally presented as repr4'!senting alteration 
of the "vegetation cover" CBraz il, INPE, 198911: 3 7), vhich vas 
amended to "forest cover" in the second edition (Brazil, INPE, 
l989b: 28). Because a significant part of the Legal Amazon is 
cerrado or other nonforest vegetation, the restriction of the 
measured alteration to forested area makes the 5.12' of the Lf!CJal 
Amazon deforestation figure meaningless, sincf! thf! n~erator and 
denominator refer to different areas. It also makf!S plotting the 
absolute deforestation figures misleading when presented with data 
from previous LANDSAT studies, all of which represent alteration 
of both forest and cerrado rather than only forest. Obtaining a 
valid time series for the forested portion of ~he Legal Amazon 
should be an important priority, but this will re~uire re-analysis 
of the images used in previous studies. 

---The revelation that the INPE/Our Nature Prcgram values for 
alteration of "vegetation cover" were really referring to •forest 
cover" makes it indispensible to have informatic~ on the area of 
forest and cerrado originally present in each state. Otherwise 
the deforested area values cannot be interpreted in terms of 
percentages. Valid comparisons are also not possible with the data 
from previous studies for establishing trends (although gross 
inconsistencies, such as decreasing deforested area, can be 
spotted). Unfortunately, the original areas of forest and cerrado 
are not included in the INPE reports. Th..! dis~inction between 
forest and cerrado is not so si~ple as it might seem: no maps 
exist (at scales more detailed than a gross sketc~l that classify 
the region into "forest• or "cerrado.• Rather, the continuous 
gtadations between vegetaticn types is broken into many finer 
categories -- and IIS!:ignment of intermediate categories to the 
"forest" or "cerrado• groups is somewhat arbitrary. The 
inconsistencies in such classification among past studies ha~ been 
one of the impediments to obtaining u~able estirAtes o~ clearing 
in the forest area, rather than for the whole Le£111 Amazon. 

The INPE/Our Nature Program estimate delineated forest from 
savannah by tracing with an erasable crayon or.to th@ original 
1:250,000 scale LANDSAT-TH images, using l::,ooo,ooo scale 
vegetation maps from the side-looking airborne radar (SLIJII surveys 
done by the RJ\DAH project (Brazil, Projeto RADAMBRJ.SIL, 1973-19831. 
The line was drawn freehand, using as a reference the latitude and 

~ 
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longitude coordinates printed on the images. When the LANDSAT 
im~ges were subsequently needed for display in 11 public exhibition, 
tht? line was erased, thus m~king and exact recuperation of the 
criteria used i111possiblE> (Carlos Alfonso Nobre, personal 
communication, 29 August 1989). The INPE report contains a Amall 
map (scale approximately 1:5,000,000) presenting what is described 
as the limit used between forest and savannah (Brazil, INPE, 1989b: 
51. The map was actually drawn from info~ation in maps made by 
the Brazilian Institute for Geography and Statistics (IBGEI rather 
than the !!ADAM maps used in the study, but the team leader states 
that it approximately represents the forest and savannah areas that 
were used. In the absence of another alternative then, the map 
published in the report must be taken as the baseline for the 
original areas of forest and savannah (Figure 11. Some divergences 
from reality are apparent, such as the shape and location of the 
llumai t· savannahs in the southern part of the state of Amazonas. 
The forest and savannah areas represented on zhe map were measured 
gravimetrically to a precision of 645 km • The uncertainty 
associated with the map itself is not known but probably large. 
Table 2 presents the areas obtained for forest and savannah in each 
state, standardized for the area of the state that was used in the 
Aource for the deforestation estimates presented in the same table. 
Relative to other classifications, the criterion used in the 
INPE/CUr Nature Program study appears to be broad in defining 
fores~ and restrictive in defining savannah. Of the Legal Am<tzon, 
lR~ is classified as savannah (including both cerrado and humid 
s .. vannah) anc 82\ as forest according to the INPE map (Figure 1). 

llowe•:er, some doubt is cast on this by statements from INPE 
persor.nel to the effect that the criterion minimized thl' areil 
classified as forest by assigning to the savannah category all 
vegetation not speci fica 11 y containing the word "forest • in its 
RADN-1 mapping unit definition (i.e. the "transition zone"), and by 
assigning to savannah the long intrusions of riparian forest along 
rivers (Carlos Alfonso Nobre, personal communication, 19 1\ugust 
1989). 

The percentage values given in the INPt:/OUr Nature Program 
report are misleading because of the treatment of SilVannah. 
How~ver, this is not the only problem in interpreting the results. 
Proble~s and doubts differ wit~ each of the Legal ~azon·s nine 
states. It is irrportant to evaluate these, in order to make us"' 
of as much information from the study as possible. 

B.) 0/ITA FROM AMAZONIAN STATES 

1.1 "ere 

The INPE study claim~ that only 1 km2 (cr 3.6,) of the state 
of Acre had ~een deforested by 1988. This is inconsistent with 
the 8.133 km (5.3\l that a study by the Brazililln Institute of 
Forestrr Development (IBDFI showed as deforested by 1987: it 
implies that 2,623 km2 of forest had reappeared. The IBDF study 
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of 1987 images also used LANDSAT-TM, so differences in 
characteristics of the sensor probably do not explain this 
discrepancy. One possible explanation suggested by the head of 
the INPE team might fe a difference in interpreting the 
approximately 30,000 km bamboo area in Acre (R.P. da Cunha, 
personal co~~unication, 20 April 19891. Kowever, all of Acre vas 
originally classified as forest in the INPE report. Another 
explanation offered by the INPE group is differences in the scale 
of images used for the different estimates (R.P. da Cunha, public 
statement, 29 August 1989). This interpretation is apparently 
based on the mistaken belief that studies prior to the INPE/Our 
Nature Program estimate were all done with images at 11 scale of 
1:500,000. Actually, only the studies of 1975 and 19i8 
deforestation used images at this scale: later studies used the 
same ls250,000 scale used in the INPE/OUr Nature Program estimate. 
In any case, a difference of almost 60\ is difficult to explain by 
this factor alone. In general, more detailed mapping should result 
in higher, r<tther than lower, values for deforestation because 
smaller clearings are missed on the less detailed mapa. 

Another IBDF deforestation estirrate, this one for 1980, is 
passed over in the INPE report, although included as 11 stray point 
on the graph of increasing deforestation in the state.

2 
The curve 

is not d1awn through the point indicating the 4,625 km cited as 
4, 627 km on the .Jt.IPE graph) that IBDF 's study of 1990 LANDSI.':' 
images had shdwn as deforested (Brazil, IBDF, 1982al. Instead, the 
curve is shown as a straight line from the 1978 valll,e, thereby 
hiding the unrealistic implication that only 885 laft" had been 
cleared in Acre over the 1980-1988 period - something obviousl)· 
false to anyone who had visited the area d~ring those years of 
explosive deforestation. 

2.) Amap·:.': 

AmaP::::: has long bl'en one of the political units with the lowest 
rate of increase in deforested area (~. Fearnside, 19821. The 
INPE/Our Nature Program study shows !!omewhat more clearing than 
would have occurred by continuaticn of the 1975-1978 trend, and 
represents the best data available for Amap.~. Prior to the INPt: 
report, the most recent data are from 1978 (Brazil, IBDF, 1983cl. 
The usuall}· heavy cloud cover in Amapi has discouraged LANDSAT 
measurements, while IIVHRR measurements have 0111i tted this state 
bec~uAe areas north of the equator are not included on the AVHRP. 
ncene that covers most of Amazonia. 

3. l Amazonas 

Amazonas has very little deforestation 110 far. Host is 
concentrated either in the Hanaus area or near Boca do Acre. The 
INPE/Our Nature Program estimate of 0.8\ deforested by 1988 is the 
best available for this state, which has no other satellite 
measurement since 1978. Linear projection from 1978 would imply 
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.. . . The likelihood that only 59,183 km 2 had been deforested in 
~lato Grosso by 1983 (the IBAMA estimate cited by the INPE/0112 
~ature Proqram report) is low if the 1980 estimate of 52,786 km 

y T~trdln-~.--UUO). is cofrect, since the implied averaqe 
d'!for,.station rate of 2,132 km 1year in the 1980-1983 period i!'l 
improbable, given that the corres~onding deforestation rate for 
the 1978-1980 period was 11,208 km 1year. 

Hato Grosso is one of the most difficult states to interpret 
because of the complex of finqers and islands of forest that forms 
the border between forest and cerrado veqetation in this state. 
A study of AVHRR imaqery from 1985 provides some evidence that the 
area of forest cleared is less than that derived from linear 
projections, but, like the INPE/Our Nature Program study, 
interpretation is made difficult by lack of reportinq of criteria 
u~ed to define oriqina 1 vegetation types 

2 
and their respective 

areas. The study measured 56,646 km deforested in the 
"phytogeoqraphically Amazonian" portion of Hato Grosso (~Ia lingreau 
and Tucker, 1988a 531. If one assumes th11t "phytoqeoqraphic11lly 
Amazonian" refers to forest as mappP.d in the INPE/Our NaturP 
Program report, then 9.9\ of the forest in Mato Grosso w11s 
deforested by 1985: if clearinq in cerr~do wss proportional to that 
in forest, then a total of 87,148 km (9.9\ of the area of the 
state) had been cleared by th~t year. This implies that cleared 
area had declined by 2,755 km between 1983 and 1985 if the 1983 
estimate is correct. If one assumes that the 1983 estimate is not 
correct, then linear projection from the ~980 and 1985 data would 
i'ield a 1988 clearinq fiqure of 107,765 km of the area oriqinally 
under either forest or cerfado (the clearing would represent 12.2~ 
of the state l: 70,074 kill of this clearing is in the forested 
portion of the state. 

Because available data for ~lato Grosso are conflicting, it 
should be borne in mind that the value used for deforestation in 
this state is highly uncertain. Obtaininq a time series for 
clearing measurements with consistently applied criteria for 
vegetation classification is particularly urgent for this state. 
The ::learing values for 1988 in Mato Grosso may well change as 
better information becomes available. 

6.1 Pa~ 

In Par£, the INPE report claims that only 88,741 km 2 of 
forest had been cleared by 1988. An estimate made by IBDF 
technicians work~ng in SUDAM using 1986 LANDSAT-TH images had found 
that 114,770 km of the st.ate (all veqetation types) h11d been 
cleftred by 1986. Adjusting the 1988 forest clearing value, 
11ssuming the !'lime proportion of cle11ri~ in other veqet11tion types, 
would incre11se the total to 93,767 km (7.5\ ol th2 stllte). The 
discrepRncy between a value of 88 and 114 X 10 km 1 s explained 
by INPE as being duf! to "very old deforestation• having been 
included in the IBOF study but not in the INPE study (Bra~il, INPE, 
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0.3\ deforested. In 1989, IBAMA initiated a project in 
collaboration with SUOAH technicians to interpret ~ANDSAT-TH i~qes 
from Amazonas for 1987, but results are not yet available. 

4.) Maran~ 

Haran~o is the most heavily deforested state, if old lpre-
1960) deforestation is considered. The INPE/Our Nature Proqrar. 
measurement of 60.7\ (including old secondary forest) is the best 
available for 1988. . 

5. l Mato Grosso 

In the case of the state of Mato Grosso, INPE reports 62,215 
km2 of forest as cleared by 1988. The graph ff deforested area ls 
shown rising qently from a level of 59,183 km in 1983, citinq IBDF 
for the latter figure (NB: the implication of slow deforestation 
is invalid, since the INPE/Our Nature Proqrsm value refers only to 
forest while the previous estimates are for all veqetation types). 
How the value attributrd to IBDF for 1983 was derived ia unclear, 
since the 1983 LANDSAT imftges in Mato Grosso interpreted by that 
agency (Brazil, IBDF, 1985) cover only the western half of the 
state where the World ~ank-financed POLON~ROESTE Project paid for 
interpretation, and found only 24,281 km deforested there. A:: 
estimate for .the entire state using the IBUF estiNte for the 
western half and a linear projection from the state-vide 
deforestation rate in the 1978-1980 period for the eastern portion 
(data from Brazil, IBDF, l982bl, calculates 89,903 km as cleared 
by 1983 (Fearnside, 1989el. These 2igures would i~ply that the 
deforested area shrank b}· 27,687 km between 1983 and 1988, but 
omissioh of cerrado from the INPE/Our Nature Program estimate can 
explain the apparent decrease. The location of fires durinq this 
period detected by AVHRR thermal infra-red imaqes (Setzer ~-· 
1988) shows Mato Grosso as one of the principal foci of 
deforestation in Amazonia. 

If cerredo were cleared in the same proportion as fyrest, ther. 
the total cleared a5ea in the state would be 103,400 t. , or 12.9~ 
of the 802,408 km area used in the INPE/Our Nature Proqrall'. 
estimate as the area of the state in the Leqal Amazon. This area 
refers to that in effect !rom cre11tion of the Leqal Amazon in 195j 
to dismembering the former state of M11to Grosso in 1977 into Mato 
Grosso do Su 1 and the present state of Mato Grosso. The Leqal 
Amazon currently ::zncompas!les the tontire present state of Mato 
Grosso (881,001 km )' and this l11rger area has been used by all 
other deforestation esti:r.11tes using imaqes from 1980 onwards 
(beginning with Brazil, IBDF, 1983111. Adjustinq the INPE/Our Nature 
Proqram results proportionately fer :fe larqer state area would 
bring the total cle11ring to 113,538 km (12.9\) for all veqetation 
type!<. The Rddi tiona 1 11rea lidded to the Leqa 1 Amazon in Mato 
Grosso is virtually all cerrado vegetation. 

"""" ...... 
r' 
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1989ar 46). However, both studies used LANDSAT-TM i~agery, 
counting as "deforested" the areas that appeared bare in the 
image~. In the IBDF study, black and white images of LANDSAT-TM 
bands 3, 4 and 5 were used at a scale of 1:250,000. In the INPE 
study the arca5 select~d Cor exnminntion at the lr250,000 ~cnle 
were an11lyzed in the same way, with the exc!!ption ot th!! Zona 
Br~gantina, where a false color composite of the same three bands 
w;~s u~ed (Bradl, INPE, 1989a: 11 and R.P. da· Cunha; personal 
conmunication, 20 April 1989). The technique used by IBDF is not 
cap~ble of distinguishing between old secondary forest and virgin 
forest, as is made plain by the wide discrepancy between INPE's 
earlier results u~in~ the same technique with-LANDSAT-MSS images 
from 1975 and older cleared areas known to exist in Par·· "s Zona 
eragantina -- these are larger than the area indicated by INPE 
(Tardin et al., 1980) as cleared by 1975 in the entire Legal Amazon 
(see F~arnside, 1982). INPE's decision to discard the IBDF 1986 
estimate as overstating deforestation is therefore questionable -
if anything, the IBDF estimate underestimates deforestation. 
INPE"s graph for rar~ (Brazil, INPE, 1989a: 461 shows an estimate 
of 120,563 km for 198~ deforestat~n including old clenring~, but 
uses the lower value o( 88,741 krr. as the "real value for 1988" 
(Amended to "value obtained for 1988" in the second edition of the 
report). The lower value is used in computing the 5~ deforestation 
overall total for the Legal Amazon. Exclusion of older 
deforestation from this total is inconsistent with President 
Sarney"s presentation o[ the 5~ value as the tctal cleared "since 
Cabral discovered Brazil." 

7.1 Rond$nia 

In R~nd~nia, the INPE/Our Nature Program report indicates 
)0,0~6 km of forest was cleAred by 1988. Adjusting this for 
pr~rortion!ll clearing in s11vannah would yield a total of 31,016 
km and adjusting for different values us~d for2 the 11re11 of the 
st<J~e would bring total clearing to 31,623 km (13.0~ of the 
state). The adjustment for savannah assumes that only 25\ o( 
savannah area indicated on the INPE mop (Figure 1) is exposed to 
clearing: the rem11ind~r is located in two Amerindian reserves (NB: 
although some illegal clearing has occurred in :.merindian reser\'e!3 
in Pondtnia, it ~!Is so for brrn in forested areas). The cerrado 
clearing (989 1<.1:1 adjusted for state areal is conservativP gi\'en 
the widespread cohversion of this vegetation ty~e to pasture and 
soybe11n cultivation near Vilhena in eastern Rond6nia. 

The INPE/Our Nature Program estimate for Rond.Onia is 
inconsistent with information derived from the AVHRR senso~ on the 
NOAA-9 satellite. Although better correction factors may 
eventually r~solve the discrepancy, no adequate

2 
explanation is 

currently available. AVHRR indicated 39,600 km (15.U of the 
state) as cleared by 1987 (J.P. Malingreau, personal commun~cation, 
19~8). An A~IRR ~maqe from 1985 had indicated 27,658 km (11.3\ 
of th,. 243,044 km 1<t11te art>a)(ll (Malingreau and Tucker, 1988). 
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A linear projection from the 1985 a2d 1987 AVRRR esti•ates would 
yield a deforested area of 41,521 km (17.1\ of the state) by 1988 
(Fearnside, l989e). 

The AVHRR sensor's much conrser r~solution than LANDSAT •akel 
it less reliable. It may be, therefore, that the diftere~ce in 
results is explained by differences between the two sensors. INPE 
bolsters its claim of lower deforestation in Rond~nia by citing an 
estimate for 1986 of 22,913 km made by the Brazilian Institute for 
Environment and Renewable Natural Resources IIBAHA).(3) The hend 
of the INPE team states that the 1986 value was supplied in a telex 
from Fernando Cesar ~1esquita, director of IBM.\ (R.P. da Cunha, 
personal communication, 20 Apfil 1989). A subsequent IBAMA report 
indicates that the 22,913 km deforestation value refers to 1987 
rather than 1986 LANDSAT images (Brazil, IBDF, 19891, thereby 
increasing even further the discrepancy with previous results. 

The data on deforestation in Rond6n ia 11 ~e confusing, to ~ay 
the least. Part of the discrepancy between "he various existing 
studies may be due to over or under esti~ation inherent in the 
technique used for each study. AVP.RR 1.1 km resolution data have 
been reported to underestimate deforestation by 2-18' vhen a~plied 
to Rond$nia, but uncertainties in the adjustments made for 
comparing LANDSAT-Tn -to AVHRP. images froll' different years led the 
authors of the stud{ to conclude that a correction factor o! 1.0 
(i.e. leaving results unchanged) was arpropriate (~oodwell et al., 
1986: 2521. This group continued to find good agreement ~en 
LANDSAT and AVHRR in Rond~nia (Woodwell et al., 19871, tnlt nov 
believes thnt AVHRR is overestimating deforestation (I. roster 
Brown, personal communication, 1989). Other published AVRRR 
estimates for Rondonia have assumed that a correction factor is 
unnecessary Hlalingreau and Tucker, 1988: Tucker ~·· 1984). 
Comparison of 10 meter resolution data from the SPOT satellite vith 
a simulated AVHRR imaq~ produced by degrading the SPOT data to the 
1.1 km resolution of A~IRR has resulted in a value of 18\ as the 
correction factor for overestimation by AVHRR under the condi~ions 
prevailing in Rond~nia (David Skole, INPA seminar, · 1989). 
Overestimation by AVHRR would be greater in Rond~nia than in areas 
such as Mato Grosso where large ranchPs dominate deforestation. 
The long narrow strips of clearing that ch11racterize the "fi'Sh 
bone• pattern of small-farm~r s~ttlements in Rondtnia would 
introduce bias because of a pre1ominance of sub-pixel width 
clearings that are sufficiently larJe to trigger the entire pixel. 

LANDSAT studies such as those available for Rond~ia tor 1975, 
1978, 1980, 1983, 1987 and 1988 images vould also produce biasPd 
results, but in the opposite direction. All of these studies used 
manual interpretation of paper photographic products, rather than 
computer aided analysis of digital tapes. Slllall clearings are 
underestimated using manual methods, with greater error at larger 
map scales. The studies vith images from 1975 and 1978 used 
1:500,000 images, vhile the later studies used 1:250,000 ~•ges. 

.,.. 
'-1 
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Legal Amazon li.~., in •Tocantins/Goi~s"). If on~ uses the sum of 
thes~ two for~st types ( 100,629 km l as the forest area fo2 
Tocantin!I/Go!,U., th~n th~ p~rc~nt11ge r~pres~nted by the 20,279 km 
thnt the INPE Rtudy found de(ore~ted falls to 20.2\. Proportion~l 
cliaring in the cerrado, assumed to occup~ the remaining 169,282 
km of Tocantins/Goils, would be 34,114 km These lower numbers 
are used in the present estimate (Table 2). • 

That doubt could exist as to whether a state is 20\ or 63' 
deforested indicates the low reliability of the estimates. 
Fortunately, Tocantins/Goi~s weighs little in the total for 
Amazonia because of its small geographical area anf:! because its 
vegetation has a low average biomass •. For all SEales, the cerrado 

,clearing values are less certain than the forest clearing values, 

C.) A BEST ESTIMATE FOR DF.FORESTATION 

The areas and percentages deforested by 1988 indicated by 
various studies are preaented in Table 1. If one U!les cl enri ng 
data from the INPE LM:DSAT study with corrections for area of 
state-s and for clearing in old secondary forest (assumed to be 
proportional to that registered for primary forest), then recently 
cl5.i'l1·cd i'lrell in the forested portion of the Legal Tur.azon is 267,969 
km· or 6.H of the forest (Table 2). In the case of Acre, the 
result of linear projection from 1987 data is used in prefcr~nce 
to the INPE result because of unexplained discrepancy between 
results from the INPE study and the previous IBDF study for that 
state (see Table 6). 

No direct meaaurement exists of clearing by 1988 in the 
snvi1nnnh arr.as. An approxim;,tion of cerrado area cleared can be 
obtainr.d by assuming that cerrado within each state is cleared at 
a rate proportional to the fraction of forest that is cleared 
(Table 2). This procedure can be expected to yield a conservative 
estimate for clearing in cerrado because, in general, these 
savannahs hnve been cleared more rapidly than forest areas -
sim~ly because cerrado is located along the southern fringe of the 
region, vhere entry of population and conversion to agriculture and 
ranching 11re concentrated. Cerrado is also easier to clear than 
forest, and on large ranches in Mato Grosso is often cleared using 
two bulldozers with a chain dragged between them -- a technique 
th,,t cannot be used in forest. The cerrado in Hato Grosso 11lso 
~uffers from the market for ch11rcoal created by Bra7.il ·s iron and 
steel industry in the Central-South part of the country. 

Partially compensating for heavy pressure on cerrado is the 
clearing b@havior of farmers and ranchers with properties astride 
the irregular boundary betweerl forest and cerrado. LANDSAT imagery 
shows that within each property, clearing takes place first in the 
forest (Dicks, 19821. 

Th~ assumption that clearing in forest and aavannah portions 
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of each state is equal in proportion to the areas present i1 far 
from ideal, but is b~tter than alternativ~ assumptions, One 
alternative assumption is that cl~aring in the cerrado portion of 
~ach st11te continued (Rlnc~ the pr~vious available deforeatation 
rate datal at th~ same rate ob!l~rv~d for veg~tation of all typee 
in that state. In ~lato Grosso, the assumption of proportionatdy 
equal clearing rates probably underestimates .C:~ clearing, but 
in the remaining three states the opposite is 'ikely. In Rond!nia, 
most of the savannah is spared by being locaced in ~d Amerindian· 
reservation: All of the savannah in Roraima and over half the 
savannah in Par.: is humid savannah rather than dry cerradot these 
humid savannah areas are often used for cattle or buffalo grazing 
without being cleared. The carbon release calculations assu~ that 
no carbon is released by humid savannahs, nor from the portion of 
Rond~ia"s savannahs located in Amerindian reserves. Conversion 
of cerrado to pasture is assumed to be taking place in all the 
savannah regions of Marant..xo, Mllto- Gro!'so.and Tocantins/Goi;""il, and 
in one-third of the ~11vann11h in Par; (corr~apondinq to areas in the 
southern part of the state). 

The estimates for cerrado clearing ar~ much less reliable than 
the forest clearing values. Fortunately, the low biomass of 
cerrado vegetation means that cle11ring in these areas contribut~ll 
very little to tota'l-carbon er.-.issions, and the poor rel!abilitr of 
cerrado estimates therefore have little i"-pact on the reliability 
of calculations of greenhouse gas contributions from the ~ntire 
Legal Amazon. 

.•, 
By the "best estimate" calculation o~tl~ed above, the ~l~ared 

area in the Legal 1\mazon totals 353 X 10 km 268 X 10 ~km (i6'l 
of which is forest (Table 2). Of the original vegetation cover, 
7.4\ of the total ancl 6.4, of the f~rest had b~en cl~ar~d by 1988. 
These values do not include "old cle~ringa" (clearings made prior 
to 1960, whic~ the INPE/Our ~ature Pr~gram measurements regiat~red 
as 31,822 km in Par.: and 60,_72.4 km in Maranh.t'o). These older 
secondary forests were not e!!ted:ed · in the earlier LANDSAT-HSS 
studies (see Fearnside, 19821, and so cannot be used in <;he pres~nt 
study for the purpose of establishing trends by comparison vith 
old~r data. The INPE study's area values for old secondary for~st 
have been included in the biomass and carbon release calculations 
by considering old secondary forest as a s~parate vegetation t~. 
The area that has lost its original forest cover, including the olg .. 
se2ondary forest area, is an are;, the size of Sw~en: 345 X 10 ' 
km , or 8.2\ of the original forest area. 

The above values for the Legal Amazon can be c~pared with 
the result of linear projections in all nin~ states from the ~st 
recent satellite data availabl~ prior to the IJIIPE/OUr Jllatur' 
Program estimate. Such projections would indicate 399,755 laR 
cleared by 1999, or 8.0\ of the region IF~arnside, 1989el. W~re 
the clearing figures from the INPE/OUr Nature Program estimate us~ 
for all nine states, vith corr@ctiona mad~ for th@ proportion of 

• 
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··No information is available to correct for biases in the manual 
methods used. The resolution or the sensors also varies1 estimates 
for 1993 and earlier used the multispectral scanner (HSSI with 80 
m r~~olution, while the more recent estimates used th~ thematic 
mapp~r ITMI with 30 m re~olution. 

If one uses only L~NDSAT data, the trend in deforestation 
rates in Rond~nia is consistent except for an improbably

2
hfgh jump 

from 1987 to 1988. LANDSAT studies have f~und 1,217 km 0.5\ of 
the state) cleared by 19·75 and 4,185 km (l.7\

2
of the state) 

cleared by 1978 (Tardin et al., 1980): 7,579 km (3.t\ of the 
state) cleared by 1980 IBraz1l, IBDF, 1983al: 13,955 km 1~.7\ of 
the state) cleared by 1983 (Brazil, IBDF, 1985): 22,913 km (9.4~ 
of the state) cleared by 1987 (Brazil, IBDF, 19891, and 31,623 km 
113.0\ of the state) cleared by 1988 (Brazil, INPE, 1989a,b 
corrected for savannah clearing and state area: see Table 21. 
These clearing es2imates imply rates of deforestati~n climbing from 
less than 243 km iyear(4) in 1970-1975 to 989 km2lyear in 1975-
1978, to 1,697 km 21year in 1978-1980, to 2,125 km 1year in 1980-
1983, to 2,167 T 1year for 1983-1987, followed bf a tremendous 
jump to 8,437 km ;Year for 1987-1988. 

If one Ulles reaults from 1\VftRR corrected by a factor of 18\ 
to adjust for overf!'sti~r.ation and with an additional correction for 
cerrl'ldo clearing to make the values comparable to the Ll\tiDSAT 
studies (all LANDSAT studies included cerrado with the exception 
of t.hat for 1988; AVHIUI studies ex5luded cerrado), the deforested 
area l.n Rond&nia reached 9,973 km (4.1\ of the statil by 1982 
(calculated from Woodwell et al., 1984: 2521, 24,195 km 110.0\ of 
the state) by ~985 (calculated from Malingreau and Tucker, 1988), 
and 32,280 km (13.3\ of the state) by 1987 (calculated from 
H~lingreau, personal communic,tion, 198~1. A linear projection to 
1988 would indicate 36,323 km 114.9' of the state) as deforested. 
The implied clearing raies would indicate a drop from th~ LANDSAT
based rate of 1,697 krr. 1year for 1978-1980 fo 1,197 km 1year for 
1980-1982, followe~ by a jump to 4,741 km 1y'!ar for 1'982-1995, 
falling to_4,042 km ;year for 1985-1987. 

More information will be needed to evaluate the 9, 899 km2 
di5crep~ncy between the INPE estimate for Rond6~ia (adjusted for 
Sl'lvllnnl'lh and stat~ area I and the uncorrected 1\VHRR-based estimate, 
or the 4, 700 km discrepancy with the corrected AVHRR-based 
estimate. The discrepancy with uncorrected AVHRR is 31.3,, falling 
to 14.9\ when the cor:-ected ~VHRR value is used. Although the 
difference is substantial for this state, Rondtlnia 's relatively 
small area (about 5\ of the Legal Amazon) means that the 
discrepancy veighs little in the total for the Amazon region. The 
pr~s~nt study will use the more conservative INPE value (with the 
adjustments for savannah and !or state areal. 

3 • ) Rora i.ma 

u 
IN~E·s estimate for forest clearing by 1988 in Rorailllll is 

2,187 km • The previous estimates for Roraima shown in the INPE 
report'a graph of the growth of deforested area (Brazil, lNPE, 
l989al 48) omit the eatimate for 1981 LANDS~T iaagee12) ~~· bJ 
liiDP' lllrull, IIIDP',· 1983b), Takin9 into account the 1,170 km 
1 ndicate~ by the IBDF estimate, it appears improbable that only 
1,017 km were cleared over the seven year period between 1981 and 
1988. This was the period during which the National Ir.stitute for 
Colonization and .Agrarian Reform I I NCR A I established Apia", SZ'o 
Luis and other officia 1 colonization projects that are clearly 
visible on the 1986 images in INPE's mosaic of the northern region 
(Brazil, INPE, 1989). Nevertheless, the present atudy uaes the 
INPE/Our Nature Program value for clearing by 1988 in Rorai~. 

9.) Tocantins/Goi~a 

Tocantins/Goi~(51 is the political unit where results are 
least satisfactory for estimating cerrado clearing rates based on 
the INPE measurements of forest clearing. This state has only a 
narrow sliver of forest along its northwestern ed9e. The INPt/OUr 
Nature Program study indicates a high percentage (63.3\1 of the 
foreat has been cleared; by assuming that t~e '!flrrre percenta9e 
applies to the cerrado, a large area 1171 X 10 km il esti~ated 
to have been clearec1,. Continuation of the previous trend would 
imply only 9\ cleared. The extensive deforestation apparent to any 
visitor to Tocantins makes the higher figure likely to te correct, 

-- but the low level of certainty should be borne in mind. Any error 
in INPE 's INlpping of origina 1 vegetation would produce a lar9e 
effect on clearing percentage values for forest in this case, and 
thereby affect the cerrado cleared area estiNte. As will be 
explained later, estimates of the original area present are 
unreliable, despite being the best available. Because cerrado is 
the original vegetation type for a lar~Je proportion of 
Tocantins/Go~s, uncertaintr in drawing the cerrado/forest boundary 
has its greatest effect on the total for the Leqal Amazon in the 
values for savannah clearing. ~y assuming clearing in the 
Tocantins/Goi's cerra<~ proportional to that indicated by2the INPE 
study for the forest, this would ::ontribute 80,730 len to the 
cerrado clearing total. However, l more conservative assu.ption 
is made in the present estilftllte. 

The assumption used in the current •best esti~te• is that 
the INPE 111ap does not reflect the criteria really used in the 
deforestation estimate for the Tocantins/Goi:s area. IBGE data 
(reproduced in Benchimol, 1999: 561 indicate that th~ entire states 
of Tocantins and Goi.!s jointly contain 

2
JI,9U km of Alnazonian 

terra firme humid forest, plus 68,573 km of •sub-humid forest of 
the interior•. The value for terra firme forest area il al~st 
exactly the same as that indicated by the INPE map (32,056 kill 1• 
and can be considered identical given the vide margin of error fOr 
the forest area estimates. The sub-humid forest is also likely to 
be located in the portion of this two-state area that is vithin the 
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··No information is available to correct for biases in the manual 
methods used. The resolution or the sensors also varies1 estimates 
for 1993 and earlier usPd the multi1pectral scanner (MSS) with 80 
m r'""olution, while thfl more rl!'cent estimates used thll them11tic 
m11pp~r (THI with 30 m resolution. 

If one uses only L~NDSAT data, the trend in deforestation 
rates in Rond~nia is consistent except for an improbably

2
hfqh jump 

from 1987 to 1988. LANDSAT studies have f~und 1,217 km 0.5\ of 
the state) cleared by 19·75 and 4,185 km ll.7\

2
of the state) 

cleared by 1978 (Tardin et al., 1980); 7,579 km (3.t\ of the 
state) cleared by 1980 (Braz1l, IBDF, l983al: 13,955 km 1~.7\ of 
the state! cleared by 1983 !Brazil, IBOF, 1985): 22,913 km (9.4~ 
of the state) cleared by 1987 (Brazil, IBOF, 19891, and 31,623 km 
113.0\ of the state) cleared by 1988 (Brazil, INPE, 1989a,b 
corrected for savannah clearinq and state area1 see Table 21. 
These clearinq es2imates imply rates of deforestati~n climbinq from 
less than 243 km iyear(4) in 1970-1975 to 989 kmyyear in 1975-
1978, to 1,697 km 71year in 1978-1980, to 2,125 km 1year in 1980-
1983, to 2,167 T 1year for 1983-1987, followed bf a tremendous 
jump to 8,437 km ;Year for 1987-1988, 

If one uses results from A~IRR corrected by a factor of 18\ 
to adjust for overestirr.ation 11nd with an additional correction for 
cerr11do clearinq to make the values comp11rable to the LANDSAT 
studies Call LANDSAT studies included cerrado with the exception 
of t.hat for 1988; AVHRR studies ex5luded cerradol, the deforested 
area ln Rond8nia reached 9,973 km 14.1\ of the stati) by 1982 
lc11lculated from Woodvell et al., 1984: 2521, 24,195 km 110.0\ of 
the state) by ~985 (calculated from Malinqreau and Tucker, 1988), 
and 32,280 km 113.3\ of the state! by 1987 (calculated from 
H11linqreau, personal communic,tion, 198~1. A linear projection to 
1988 would indicate 36,323 km 114.9\ of the state) as deforested. 
The implied clearinCJ raies would indicate a drop from th~ LANDSAT
based rate of 1,697 k~ 1year for 1978-1980 to 1,197 km 1year for 
1980-1982, followe~ by a jump to 4,741 km 1y'!ar for 1'982-1985, 
fallinCJ to_4,042 km 1year for 1985-1987. 

More information will be needed to evaluate the 9,898 km2 
di5crep~ncy bP.tween the INPE estimate for Rond6~ia (adjusted for 
S11VIInnl'lh and stat~ area I and the uncorrected AVHRR-based estim11te, 
or the 4, 700 k111 discrepancy vi th the corrected AVHRR-basP.d 
estimate. The discrepancy with uncorrected AVHRR is 31.3,, f~llinq 
to 14.9\ when the cor:-ected 1.VHRR value is used. Although the 
difference is substantial for this state, Rondtlnia 's relatively 
s11111ll area (about 5\ of the Leqal Amazon) means that the 
discrepancy veiqhs little in the total for the Amazon reqion. ThP 
prP.sP.nt study will use the more conservative INPE value (with the 
adjustments for savannah and Cor state arel'l). 

3.) Roraima 

lfi 

IN~E's estimate for forest clearinCJ by 1988 in Rorai~~~a is 
2,187 km • The previous estimates for Roraima shown in the INPE 
report's qraph of the qrowth of deforested area (Brazil, INPE, 
1989&1 481 omit the estimate for 1981 L~NOS~T iaaCJell21 me~• bJ 
IIIOr l!!ruil, II!OF,· l983b). Takin9 into account the 1,170 km 
1 ndicate~ by the IBOF estimate, it appears improbable that only 
1,017 km were cleared over the seven year period between 1981 and 
1988. This vas the period durinq which the National Institute for 
Colonization and .1\qrarian Reform I INCRA I established Apia"• SZ'o 
Luis and other official colonization projects that are clearly 
visible on the 1986 imaqes in INPE's mosaic of the northern re9ion 
(Brazil, INPE, 1988). Nevertheless, the present study uses the 
INPE/Our Nature Proqram value for clearinq by 1988 in RoraiftiB. 

9.) Tocantins/Goi~s 

Tocantins/Goi~(51 is the political unit where results are 
least satisfactory for estimatinq cerrado clearinq rates based on 
the INPE measurements of forest clearinq. This state has only a 
narrow sliver of forest along its northwestern edqe. The INPt/OUr 
Nature Proqram study indicates a hiqh percentaCJe (63.3\1 of the 
forest has been cleared: by assuminq that t~e '!flrrre percentaCJe 
applies to the cerrado, a larqe area 1171 X 10 km il estir.ated 
to have been clearec!,. Continuation of the previous trend would 
imply only 9\ cleared. The extensive deforestation apparent to any 
visitor to Tocantins makes the hiqher fiqure likely to te correct, 

-- but the low level of certainty should be borne in mind. Any error 
in INPE's IIIBppinq of oriqinal veqetation would produce a larCJe 
effect on clearinq percentaqe values for forest in this case, and 
thereby affect the cerrado cleared area estiNte. As will be 
explained later, estimates of the oriqinal area present are 
unreliable, despite beinq the best available. Because cerraeo is 
the oriqinal veqetation type for a larqe proportion of 
Tocantins/Go~s. uncertaintr in drawinq the cerrado/forest boundary 
has its qreatest effect on the total for the LeC}al Amazon in the 
values for savannah clearinq. ~y assumi"CJ clearinq in the 
Tocantins/Goi's cerra<~ proportional to that indicated by2the INPE 
study for the forest, this would ::ontribute 80,730 len to the 
cerrado clearinq total. However, l more conservative assu.ption 
is made in the present estimatP. 

The assumption used in the current •best estimate• is that 
the INrE 111ap does not reflect the criteria really used in the 
deforestation estimate for the Tocantins/Goi:s area. IJ!GE data 
(reproduced in Benchimol. 1989: 561 indicate that th' entire states 
of Tocantins and Goio!s jointly contain 

2
31,916 kill of Al!lazonian 

terra firme humid forest, plus 68,573 km of •sub-humid forest of 
the interior•. The value for terra firme forest area is al~st 
exactly the same as that indicated by the INPE 111ap (32,056 kill 1• 
and can be considered. identical qiven the vide aarqin of error fOr 
the forest area estimates. The sub-humid forest is also likely to 
be located in the portion of this two-state area that is within the 
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Legal Amazon (i.e., in "Tocantins/Goi~s"). If one uses the su~ of 
these two forest types I 100,629 km 1 as the forest area fo2 
Tocantins/Goi~, then the percentage represented by the 20,279 k~ 
that the INPE study found de!ore~ted falls to 20.2\. Proportion~! 
cliaring in the cerrado, assu~ed to occup~ the re~aining 169,282 
k~ of Tocantins/Goils, would be 34,114 km These lower numbers 
are used in the present estimate (Table 21. • 

·That doubt could exist as to whether a state is 20\ or 63~ 
deforested indicates the low reliability of the estimates. 
Fortunately, Tocantins/Goi~s weighs little in the total for 
Amazonia because of its small g~ographical area an!f because its 
vegetation has a low average biomass. .For all !lfa'Ees, the cerrado 
clearing values are less certain than the forest clearing values, 

C.)~ BEST ESTIMATE FOR DF.FOREST~TION 

The areas and percentages deforested by 1988 indicated by 
various studies are presented in Table 1. If one uses clearing 
data from the INPE LAt:osAT study with corrections for area of 
stat~s and for clearing in old secondary forest (assumed to be 
proportional to that registered for primary forest), then recently 
c12.ued 11re11 in the forested portion of the Legal Alr.az:on is 267,969 
km · or 6.H of the forest IT11ble 21. In the case of Acre, the 
re~ult of linear projection from 1987 data is used in preference 
to the INPE result because of unexplained discrepancy between 
r~sults from the INPE study and the previous IBDF study for that 
state (see Table 6). 

No direct measurement exists of clearing by 1988 in the 
~nv~nnnh areas. An npproximation of cerrado area cleared can be 
obt3ined by nssuming that cerrado within each state is cleared at 
a rate proportional to the fraction of forest that is cleared 
(Table 21. This procedure can be expected to yield a conservative 
estimate for clearing in cerrado because, in general, these 
~avannahs h11ve been cleared more rapidly than forest areas -
sim?lY because cerrado is located along the southern fringe of the 
re<;rion, where entry of population and conversion to agriculture and 
ranching 11re concentrated. Cerrado is also easier to clear than 
forest, and on large ranches in Mato Gro~so is often cleared using 
two bulldozers with a chain dragged between them -- a technique 
th~t cannot be used in forest. The cerrado in Hato Grosso also 
~uffers from the market for ch8rcoal created by Brazil's iron and 
~teel industry in the Central-South part of the country. 

Partially compensating for heavy pressure on cerrado is the 
clearing behavior of farmers and ranchers with properties astride 
the irregular boundary betweerl forest and cerrado. LANDSAT imagery 
shows that within each property, clearing takes place first in thP. 
forest (Dicks, 1982). 

The assumption that clearing in forest and savannah portions 
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of each state is equal in proportion to the areas present i1 far 
fr~ ideal, but is better than alternative assu~nptions. One 
alternative assumption is that clearing in the cerrado portion of 
each state continued (aince the previous available defore1tation 
rate data) at the sa~ne rate observed for vegetation of all type1 
in that state. In ~lata Grosso, the assumption of proportionately 
equal clearing rates probably underestimates E~ clearing, but 
in the remaining three states the opposite is 1 ikely. In Rond!nia, 
most of the savannah is spared by being loca~ed in ~d Amerindian· 
reservation: All of the savannah in Roraima and over half the 
savannah in Par.: is humid savannah rather than dry cerrados these 
humid savannah areas are often used for cattle or buffalo grazing 
without being cleared. The carbon release calculations assu~ne that 
no carbon is released by humid savannahs, nor from the portion of 
Rond~ia's savannahs located in Amerindian reserves. Conversion 
of cerrado to pasture i!l assumed to be taking place in all the 
!lavonnah regions of H11rant..::o, Mllto· Gro!ISO. and Tocantins/Goi;il, and 
in one-third of the s11vannah in Par: (corresponding to areas in the 
southern part o£ the state). 

The estimates for cerrado clearing are much tess reliable than 
the forest clearing values. Fortunately, the low biOIII8!11 of 
cerrad£ vegetation m~ans that cle11ring in these areas contributes 
very little to tota'l-carbon er:issions, and the poor rel!abilit}' of 
cerr~do estimates therefore have little i~pact on the reliability 
of calculations of greenhouse g11s contributions from the entire 
Legal Amazon. 

By the "best estimate• calculation oitl~ed above, l't'!e ~teared 
area in the Legal Amazon totals 353 X 10 ·)l:m 268 X 10 -km (iUI 
of which is fore~t (Table 21. Of the original vegetation cover, 
7.4\ of the total and 6.4\ of the f?rest had been cleared by 1988. 
These values do not include "old clearings• (clearings made prior 
to 1960, whic~ the INPE/OUr ~ature Pr~gram measurements registered 
as 31,822 km in Par.: and 60 •. 72.4 km in Maranh:'o). These older 
secondary forests were not e!!ted:ed ·in the earlier LANDSAT-MSS 
studies (see Fearnside, 19821, and so cannot be used in the present 
study for the purpose of establishing trends by co~~~parison vith 
older data. The INPE study's area values for old secondary forest 
have been included in the biomass and carbon release calculations 
by considering old secondary forest as a separate vegetation type. 
The area that has lost its original forest cover, including the olg? 
se~ondary forest area, is an area the size of Swedens 345 X 10 • 
km , or 8.2, of thP. original forest area. 

The above values for the Legal Amazon can be cor.pared with 
the result of linear projections in all nine states from the ~st 
recent satellite data available prior to the INPE/OUr Naturi 
PrograJn estimate. Such projections would indicate 399,765 lal 
cleared by 1988, or 8.0\ of the region (Fearnside, 1989el. Were 
the clearing figures from the INPE/OUr Nature Program e1ti~te used 
for all nine states, with corrections made for the proportion of 
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the area in forest, the total area cleared ~ould be 572,917 km2 or 
11.5' of the Legal Amazon using the areas o! the political units 
us,.d in the report, Like the "best estimate• Clllculation, the 
a~~umption or proportional cerrado cle11ring in each atnte, 
esp,.ci<llly Tocantins/GoiJ:'n, leadste the substantilll incre1111e in 
total clPared 11rea when the cerrado is included. More reli11ble 
would be comparison of forest areas~nlyl if the forest to savannah 
proportions of the INPE/Our Na2ure Program hold, then the "best 
estimate• ·value of 267,969 km (6.4\ of the forest) w~uld be 
compared to a value from linear projections of 399,765 km (8.4\ 
of the forest) and the INPE/Our Nature Program's 251,430 km 2 (6.0\ 
of th,. forest). 

The average rate of deforestation can be conBervatively 
estim11ted by Assuming constant r11tes since the laat available 
satellite measurement of cleared area (Table 6) • . This procedure 
unclerestimates the current rate of deforestation, because the 
calculation averages deforestation over the period between the last 
two available satellite measurements while all evidence indic11tes 
th~t.~r;~~ cleared have, in general, been increasing every year. 
An exception to this trend may be clearing in 1989, when the number 
of fires registered on AVHRR thermal infra-red imagery interpreted 
at INPE was less than in the previous two ye!rs. The amount of 
smoke and observable fire was notice11bly less during the 1989 dry 
season, lending support to the conclusion of lower deforestation 
thnt year. An important reason for reduced burning is that 
substantially more rain than usual fell during the dry season in 
much of the region (for example, at the INPA research station in 
Ouro Preto do Oeste, Rond~nia, the amount of rain registered during 
the first three months of the dry season was four times greater in 
1989 than in 198Rl. Some reduction in burning may also be due to 
n ca~paign by IBA~~ to !!ne those who burn without a newly-required 
burning permit. These reasons give little grounds to e~pect that 
the 1989 reduction indicates that the trend to increased cleAring 
has changed. The. deterrent effect of the fines is likely to 
diminish in the future since none of the ~oney owed by the fined 
landowners h11d been collected five months after the repression 
campaign began. 

The r11te of deforestation haB been climbing ste11dily in the 
d~cnde following the inauguration of the Trans11mazon Highway in 
1970, the event that marks the beginning of the current er11 of 
rapid development in the Brazilian Amazon. The increasing rate of 
cle~ring renders obsolete the many greenhouse effect calculations 
that have been based on deforestation estimates for 1980 or 
earlier. The rapid increase in felling dra~atizes the urgency of 
strong and swift government policy changes to slow the process --

by removing the motives for deforestation. 

III.) RELEASE OF GREENHOUSE GASES 

A.) AVAILABLE ESTIMATES 
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Calculating the potential contribution of deforestation to 
the greenhouse effect requires comp11riaon of carbon atocka preaent 
before and after clearing. ERtim11tes of potential emiaaiona have 
been evolving 1111 better inform11tion become11 avr Hable. An eati~~~ate 
(Fearnside, 1985c) based on a seven-cate9ory clauHieation of 
vegetation by Braga (1979) and biomass for dense forest baaed on 
the meen results from existing studies where direct ~asure•enta 
were made, concluded that conversion of the Legal Amazon to cattle 
pasture would release 62 billion metric tons (gigatons • GT) of 
carbon. The biomass for the •upland dense forest• eatpgory used 
was 361.5 MT/ha dry weight total biomass, including live above 
ground (251,7 MT/ha), below ground (86.3 HT/ha) and litter and dead 
above ground biomass (23.6 HT/ha). This biomass value fra. direct 
measurements is higher by a factor of two than the 155.1 MT/ha 
value for total biomass derived by Brown and Lugo (1984) from FAO 
forest volume surveys for "tropical American undisturbed productive 
broadleafed forests" -- a value that has been used in recent global 
carbon balance c11lculations (~. Detwiler and Hall, 19BB). 

The Brown and Lugo (1984) forest volume estil•ate of 155.1 
MT/ha is lower than biomass values derived using the same 
methodology for 15 of 16 locations for which volume information is 
given in the FAO reports, making it unlikely that 11 ~~~ean value this 
low applies t;o d!!TI~e forests in Brazilian Amazonia (Fearnaide, 
1986b). Revising the estimate, principally by incorporating FAO 
wood volume information into the dense forest mean and by using 
values for pasture biomass based on monitoring over an annual cycle 
at Altamira (ParC:l and Ouro Preto t!o Oeste (RondSnial (Fearnaide, 
1989f), yields an ~stimate of 49.7 ~T as the potential release from 
conversion to cattle pasture (Fearnside, 1987bl. Tbe bi011111as 
calculations in the present paper yield an intermediate value of 
51 GT (Table~ 3 and 5). 

B. ) LAND USE TRANSFORMATIONS 

The cattle pastures that replace forest last only about a 
decade before they cease to be productive. The vegetation that 
succeeds cattle pasture has a higher biomass than pasture, thus 
reducing somewhat the nPt relea11e of c11rbon. However, degradation 
of soil under pasture, combined with rainfall changes expected 
should the scale of deforestation greatly expand, are likely to 
make low-biomass dysclimaxes, including grassy formations, the 
domin11nt land cover in a deforested Amazon (Fearnside, nd). 

The rate of deforestation, together with the bi0111aa1 of forest 
being cleared, affects the current (as opposed to potential l 
contribution of deforestation to the greenhouse effect. The rate 
of clearing was calculated for each state (Table 6), but ~at also 
be apportioned between various forest types within each state. 
This is done by assuming that within each state, each forest t~ 
is cleared in proportion to which it occurs. 

-1'-
-...1 
0'\ 
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The area!'l of different fore!'lt types present and the biomass 
of eRch forest type are both uncertftin qu11ntitiea. In Tllble J, 
the Vlllues listed have been derived from a variety of sourcea, an~ 
have v11rying degrees of uncertainty. The area figures presented 
in Table 3 have been rounded off after carbon release calcul~tions 
were made. 

The factor most heavily influencing the total biomass present 
is the dense forest of the state of ~azonas. This has both the 
larsest area and the highest biomass per hectare of any forest 
type. It also happens to be the unit where the largest number of 
direct biomass measurements have been made. This area represents 
approximately 37\ of the total potential carbon release from 
ccnversion of the Legal ~a7.on to cattle pasture. 

C. I THE FATE OF C11RBO!~ STOCKS 

1.1 Biomass Carbon 

Char formed in burning is one way that carbon can be 
transferred to a long-term pool where it cannot enter the 
atmosphere. 11 burn of forest being converted to cattle pasture 
near Nanaus resulted in 3.6\ of above-ground carbon being converted 
to char (Fellrnside et al., nd-a). This is substantially lower than 
the 20\ assumed by:s.erler and Crutzen (1980) when they identified 
charcoal for111ation as a potentially important carbon sink. Using 
these higher rates of charcoal formation in global carbon cycle 
modeling tends to result in tropical deforestation appearing to be 
less important for the greenhouse f'!ffect than would be the case 
with lower r<1tes of transfer to long-term pools (~. Goudriaan and 
Kf'tner, 1984). 

The burning beh11vior of ranchPrs c11n alter the amount of 
carbon passing into a long-term pool as charcoal. Carbon budget 
calculations generally assume that forest is only burned once, and 
that all unburned biomass subsequently decomposes (~. Bogdanoff 
et al., 19951. This is not the typical pattern in cattle pastures 
that dominate land use in deforested areas in the Brazilian Amazon. 
Ranchers reburn pastures at intervals of 2-4 years to combat 
invasion of inedible woody vegetation. Logs lying on the ground 
when these reburnings occur are often burned. Some char for~ed in 
earlier burns can be expected to be combusted as well. A typical 
~cenario of three reburnings over a ten-year period would raise the 
pE'rc~ntage of above-ground C converted to charcoa 1 from 3. 6\ to 
4.6\, given the assumptions outlined in Figure 2 and Table 4. 

The remaining carbon would be released through combustion and 
decay; the relative importance of each affects the gases released. 
11 one-burn-only scenario would release 27.5\ of the pre-burn above
qround C&rbon throuqh combu9tion and 68.9\ through decal, whereaR 
t.h .. IICt'n11rio with thrf'l!' rf'hurningll would r11lease 40. ' throuqh 
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combustion and 54.8\ throuqh decay. Both combustion and decsy 
release methl'lne, 20 time!'l more potent per ton of carbon in 
provoking the gre~nhoune e!!~ct than ia carbon dioxide (Blake snd 
Rowland, 19881. MNisuremcnts of e111ission ratio-w o! CRt to co2 
(expressed as percent volume) indicate values ranging fr0111 0.5-2.H 
with a geo111etric mean of 1.1\ for sa111pl es collected from t~ ground 
near burning forest in the Brazilian Amazon (Greenberg et al., 
19841 and ranging from 0.3-2.0\ with a geometric mean of O.~en 
sampled from aircraft (Crutzen et al., 1995: 2421. The amount of 
methane released is heavily dependent on the ratio of smoldering 
to flaming combustion, smoldering releases substantially more CR4 
Aircraft sampling over fires (mostly from virgin forest clearing! 
indicates that a substantial fraction of combustion is in 
smoldering form (Andreae et al., 1989). Logs consumed by reburning 
of cattle pastures 11re virtually all burned through smolderinq 
r11ther than flaming combustion (personal observation). 

Termites are the 111~jor agent of decay for unburned wood (Chl 
and Saldarriaga, ndl. No measurements exist of the fraction the 
biomass ingested by Amazonian termites, and termite resesrchere 
refuse to offer a guess more preci!;e than that •most• of the above
ground post-burn biomass is ingested (Adelmar Bandeira, personal 
communication, 19g~. The calculations in the present paper assume 
that 75\ of the above-ground biomass and none of the below-ground 
biomass is ingested. A lively controversy surro~nds the question 
of how much methane is produced by termites (Collins and Wood, 
1994; Fraser et al., 1986; Rasmussen and Jl:halil, 1983; zhunerman 
et al., 1982,1"98""41 •. Support for substantial emission potential 
from termites in deforested areas in the Amazon is provided by high 
population densities in fields in Par where forest biomass remains 
present ( Bandeira and Torn~s. 198 S I, and high methane emissions 
from termite mounds ne11r M11n11us (Goreau 11nd Hello, 1987). The 
billions of metric tons of wood that these insects would devour as 
Amazonia is deforested c11nnot help producing substantial 
contributions of methane regardless of which prod~ction rates prove 
to be correct. 

The release of different greenhouse qases can be calculated 
based on available information from laboratory and field 
measurements. Low and high methane release scenarios are shown in 
Tables 8-10, using a range of available values for release fron 
combustion and from termites. 

In the low methane scenario, 1550 g co2 per kg of fuel burned 
is produced in mixed flaming and smoldering burns (~. initial 
burns) and 1400 g co21Jcg fuel in smoldering burns !i.:_!. in reburns I 
(both values calculated by Kaufman et al., fr0111 Ward, 1986). Milted 
combustion produces 5 g CH4{kg fuel (calculated by Kaufman!!_!!., 
nd from Ward, 19961. Smo dering combustion produces 7 g CH41k~J 
fuel (calculated by Kaufman et al., from Greenberg et al., 197~1. 
Th~ carbon content of the f~s assumed to be equ-.r-to that in 

the bioma11a being cl .. ared (0.501. Tf'lrlllit•• in the low -the11e 
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scenario rele11se 0. 2\ of the •carbon in jested aa methane carbon 
(S!'iler et 111., 19e4 cited by Frailer et al., 1986). The 
tr11nsformation11 in the low m!"thane 11cen11rT0arl'! IU!m'lllrhed in 
Figure 3. 

In the high methane scen11rio, mixed and smoldering burns 
release the same quantities of carbon dioxide as in the low methane 
scenario. ~!ethane is produced at a rate of 6 g;)tg fuel in mixed 
burns and 11 g/kg fuel in smoldering burns (calculated 3by ~aufman 
et al., nd from Ward, 1986). Termites release 7.8 X 10- molecules 
of c11 41molecule of co2 (Goreau and Hello, 1987), or 7.9 g CH4 
carbon;kg fuel carbon, assuming that all carbon ill released either 
as co2 or CH 4 The "'ethane release from termites in the high 
meth11ne scenario is that measured in termite mound emissions near 
~lanaus -- a value slightly lower than the emissions of the 
te..,peratl'! zone l!pecies that led Zimmerman et al. (1982) to 
postulate massive global emissions from termite-,-.----

The effect of methane is to raise the impact of net carbon 
rele11se from Amazonian deforestation by 8-16\, depending on whether 
the low or high methane scen11rio is used. The effect is slightly 
lower ( 7-15") if gross carbon rele11se is considered since th"" 
upt11ke of c11rbon by t~e repl11cement vegetation in the net rele11se 
c~lculation only affect5 co 2 becnuse CH 4 does not enter 
photosynthetic re11ctions. 

Carbon monoxide (CO) is also produced by burning (Tables 8-
10). This gas contributes indirectly to the greenhouse effect by 
impeding natural cleaning processes in the atmosphe~e that remove 
11 number of greenhouse Fases, including methane. Meth11ne remove~ 
hydroxyl radicals (011- , which re11ct with CH4 and other g11se~, 
including varioul! cloroflouroc11rbons (CFCs) that provoke 
str11tospheric ozone depletion, in addition to the greenhouse 
l"ffect. 

for mixed f l11m.ing and smoldering combustion in the low release 
scenario 120 g CO result per kg of fuel (calculated by Kaufman et 
!1·• nd. from Greenberg et al., 1984), while in the high release 
scenario the equiv11lent figure is 150 g (calculated by Kaufm11n et 
al., nd. from Crutzen et al., 1985). Assuming SO\ fuel carbo!l;'" 
these values 11re equivalent to 0.096 nnd 0.12 kg CO c11rbon per kg 
of fuel c11rbon. 

For smoldering combustion in the low release scenario, 220 g 
CO is released per kg of fuel (Ward, 1986 cited by Kaufman et 111., 
nd), while in the high rele11se ~cenario the equivalent figure is 
280 g (calculated by Kaufman et al., nd from Greenberg et al., 1984 
and Ward, 1986). Assuming fuel carbon content as abovo>, these 
v11lues are equivalent to 0.176 and 0.224 kg CO carbon per kg of 
fuo>l carbon, respectively. Complete clearing of the Brazilian 
Leq11l Amazon would releRse 5-8 GT of CO (TIIble 10). 
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One can calculate by difference the amount of carbon that .,ust 
be relP.al!ed in otht>r form!!, euch 1111 non-~nethanl'! hydrocarbon• 
(NHHCa) and graphitic carbon (soot). From the carbon rl'!lease from 
forest in Table S, one can calculate a gross release from biomass 
of 105.59 HT/ha, while the equivalent gross carbon release in the 
form of Co 2 CH 4 and CO totals 103.13 HT/ha (from Table B), 
implying a <fifference of 2.46 HT/ha (2.3\) that is presu~~~ed to 
represent release in other forms. However, uncl'!rtainties such as 
the carbon content of fuel used in deriving the qaa emission 
relationships make this number unreliable. 

Burning also releases nitrous oxide !N20 1, which contributes 
both to the greenhouse effect and to the dl'!gradation of 
stratospheric ozone. The mass of N20 is calculated b~ the ratio 
of this gas to co2 , multiplying by a factor of 2 X 10- (Ccfer I'!~ 
tl·, 198 8 cited by Ka~rran et a l., nd l. The quantitiee are no-:. 
tremendous -- 10 X 10 MT of gar; from complete clearing of the 
Legal Amaton (Table 10). Nitrous oxide, however, is vl'!ry long
lived and so would continue its impact much longer than other 
gases. The long life of N2 0 allows it to rl'!ach the atratosphl'!re, 
permitting even these small quantities of thl'! gas to have a ~reatl'!r 
impact on stratospheric ozone than 11ny countl'!rbalancing from the 
tropospheric.ozon7,.1:hllt is also produced hy burning (indirectly 111 

a const>quence of 0!1_ def:eletion c11used by CO release). On lj· 
burning releases of N20 are considered here. Thill gaa is aleo 
released from soils in greater quantities in cattll'! pasture than 
in forest (observations in the dry season near Hanaus by Goreau et 
al., 1987: see also Goreau and Mello, 1988). Burning in noll= 
tropical environments has been found to stimulate N20 release fro~ 
soil!! (Anderson et al., nd. cited by ~aufman et al., nd). Ignoring 
soil rt>leaees m11kes the nitrou~ oxide releases in Table 10 
conservative. Ignoring greenhouse contributions from both CO and 
N20 in calculating co2 equivalent greenhouse contribution means 
th11t the true effect of deforestation is highl'!r than that i~pli~d 
by the equivalents presented in Table 8. 

2. l Soi 1 Carbon 

Soil carbon in pasture is taken to be that in a profile 
equivalent to what is compacted from a 20 em profile in the forest. 
It would not be fair to compare the amount of carbon in the top 
meter o! pasture soil to the top meter in forest soil, since soil 
under pasture undergoes compaction when exposed to sun, rain and 
trampling of cattle. As the pores are crushed and soil bulk 
density increases, the amount of carbon in the top meter may 
increase as an artifact of including a greater weight of soil ir. 
the profile. The carbon in the top 20 em of soil decreaees fr~ 
0.9U to 0.56' by weight. (see Fearnside, 19BScJ, based on soil 
carbon under forest and 10 and 11 ye11r-old pastures at Paragominas 
(Par~) sampled by Faljsi (1976: Jl and 42). Considering the soil 
density 1111 0.56 g/cm under forel'lt 11t Paraqominaa (Hecht, l9111s 
95), the l11yer compnct~d from the top 20 em of forest 1oil releas•• 
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3.92 HT/ha of carbon. 

The 3.92 HT/ha release from the top 20 em of soil represents 
38\ o( the pre-conversion carbon present in this layer. This is 
higher than the 20' of pre-conversion carbon in the top 40 em of 
soil th~t Detwiler 11986) concluded is relea~ed, on averaqe, from 
conversion to pasture (based on a 1 iterature review)·. The 
difference is not so grent as it might seem: since carbon release 
is greatest nearest the surface, considering soil to 40 em would 
thereby reduce the percentage released. One factor acting to 
compensate for any overestimation possibly caused by using a higher 
percentage of soil carbon release is the low bias introduced by 
having considered only the top 20 em. If soil to one m depth is 
considered (the usual practice), then the release would be 
increased to 9.33 MT/ha. The calculation to one m depth considerg 
that the top 20 em of soil contains 42\ of the carbon in a one m 
profile (based on samples near Manaus: Fearnside, 19B7b). Brown 
and Lugo (l9R2: 1831 have used a similar relationship to estimate 
carbon stocks to a depth of one m from samples of the top 20 em, 
considering 45~ of the carbon in a one m profile to be located in 
the top 20 em. 

Conversion of all forest and cerrado in the Legal Amazon to 
cattle pasture would release 1.9 G~arbon from the top 20 em 
of soil -- about H of the total rele11sed from converting the 
region to pasture. Were the soil considered to a depth of one m, 
and the assumption made that the proportion of carbon released 
remains constant with depth, the soil release would be 4.5 GT, or 
8% of the total. Considering soil to one m would add 0.014 GT/year 
to the 0.010 GT/year release from the top 20 em, given the l9A8 
rate and distribution of clearing. 

Release of soil carbon would be expected when forest is 
converted to pasture because soil temperatures increase when forest 
cov~r is removed, thus shifting the balance between organic carbon 
formation and degradation to a lower equilibrium level (Cunningh<~m, 
l96J; t:ye and Greenland, 1960). A number of studies have found 
lower c~rbon stocks under pasture than forest (reviewed in 
Fe11rnside, 1980). Lugo et al. ( 1986), however, hnve found 
increases in c11rbon stora~ pasture soils in Puerto Rico, 
PSpPcially in drier sites, and suggest th11t tropical pastures mBy 
b~ a carbon sink. The preoent study tre11ts soils as a Rource of 
carbon when forests are converted to pasture. All carbon rele11sed 
from soils is assumed to be in the form of co2• 

D.) GLOBAL CONTRIBUTION OF TROPICAL DEFORESTATION 

Global carbon emissions from deforestation are uncertain, in 
p11rt b .. cau11e of the uncertainty associated with Brazil '11 large 
contribution to th@ total. One estimate places the gldbal annunl 
total at 1.67 GT, of which 0.80 GT are aacribed to Rra:r.il 
(Goldemberg, 1989). The Brazilian contribution of n~ore than double 
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the current estimate of 0.27 GT is probably due to using the ~VRRR 
thermal infra-red burning estimates from 1987 (Setzer et al., 1988) 
as the rate of deforestation. The global total implrea-that 0.87 
GT of carbon are released annually from non-Brazilian 
deforestation, and that the global total using the current utin~ate 
for Brazil would be 1.14 GT. Brazil's present contribution to the 
global total from deforestation would be 24\. ~ssuming a 5 CT/year 
global total release from fossil fuels, deforestation in the 
Brazilian Amazon contributes 4.4\ of the combined total fro~ fossil 
fuels and deforestation. Using the fossil fuel release aa the 
standard of comparison, as is the usual practice, Brazil's annual 
rate of deforestation in Amazonia represents 5,4, (Table 7). Using 
emission estimates for"individual gases produces a similar result, 
since the loss of some carbon in forms not contributing to the 
greenhouse effect is compensatec1 for by the greater impact of 
carbon in the form of methane. Using co2 equivalent carbon 
release of 0.262-0.282 GT (for the low and high methane scenarios 
in Table B l, the contribution represents 5. 2-5.7\ of the global 
fossil fuel total. 

IV.) DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Deforestation in Brazilian Amazonia already 111akes a 
significant contribution to the grf"enhouse effect, and continuation 
of deforestation tr.ends could le!!d to an even greater potential 
contribution to _tbis global problem. Uncertainties concerning 
clearing rate, biomass and other f11ctors do not change the basic 
conclusion regarding the significance of deforestation. This can 
be seen by examining a series of hypothetical examples (Table 7): 
were the aver11ge biomass of 210.7 ~lT/ha found to be incorrect, 
biomass values from other sources would result in contributions 
that, expressed as percentages of a 5 GT global total fossil fuel 
release, range from 2.8\ to 4.6\ if only the forest is considered, 
or 3.3\ to 5.1\ if the entire Legal Amazon is considered. The 
conclusion that the effect is significant is therefore quite 
robust. 

Brazil emits 100 X 106 MT of carbon annually from burning 
fossil fuels (Goldemberg, 1989). This contribution to the 
greenhouse effect is balanced against the benefit! of the country's 
industry and transportation power~d by oil and coal, all domestic 
use of natural gas, etc. In contrast, each year's clearing of 
forest and cerrado in ~e Brazilian Amazon is now contributing to 
the atmosphere 270 X 10 MT of carbon -- almost three times as much 
as Br11zil 's use of fossil fuels (Table 5). The benefits of 
deforestation, however, are 111inimal1 it leaves in ita vake only 
destroyed rain forests and degraded cattle pastures. 

The contrast between costs and benefits of biomass burning 
and fossil fuel combustion are

6 
also tren~endous on a per-capita 

basis. Brazil's 140 X 10 population emits 714 kg of 
carbon/person/year from fossil fuels. A single rancher vho clears 

.j:ooo 

-...1 
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2,000 ha of forest (with an average biomass of 210,7 MT/ha, see 
Table 31 is emittinq as much carbon as a city of 290,000 people 
burninq fossil fuels (calculation patterned after Brown, 19881. 
Even a small farmer who clears one hectare per year is releasing 
100 MT of carbon, the equivalent of 140 people in Brazil ·a cities. 
The gulf between the cost~ ~nd benefits of d~foreatation compare~ 
to fossil fuel use makes slowing forest loss an obvious place for 
Brazil to start reducinq its contribution to global warming. 

More important than the question of whether 5\ or 8' of the 
Legal Amazon has been deforested is the conclusion that is drawn 
from the- estimate. President Sarney concluded from the INPE study, 
in his speech unveiling the Our Nature Program, that the data show 
that deforestation during his administration was "infinitesimal." 
Unfortunately, this assertion was incorrect regardle:sJ of which 
estimate is used. By the present estimate, 58,116 km (18.2\ of 
the total for clearing of original vegetation) had taken place 
durinq President Sarney's Administration (March 1985- April 1989). 
All the estimates, including the INPE/OUr Nature Program estimate, 
indicate that deforestation is still raging out of control, and 
that the government must take strong steps to slow the procE"ss. 
To be effective, these steps must go beyond trying to enforce a 
prohibition of deforestation to addressing the root causes of rapid 
ch•aring, inc) uding land speculation, establishment of land tenure, 
fiscal incentives, and migration to Amazonia for lack of acceptable 
employment 11lternativt!~ (Fearnside, 198ia, 1989c). Unfortunately, 
many of the basic causes of deforestation have not been included 
in the Our Nature Program. 

Immediate action is needed to reduce emissions of greenhouse 
gases in order to·minimize the gl~bal warming that continuation of 
current trends would provoke. While research and monitoring 
efforts must be fortified and continued, ample scientific evidence 
is 11lready in hand to justify strong measures by governments 
throughout the world. Reducing fossil fuel burning and slowing the 
rate of tropical deforestation are areas that can be readily 
identified as targets for such measures. Governments must not wait 
for the availability of more research results nor for the 
app~arance of observable temperature changes before taking action, 
or the opportunity will be lost to avert the most damaging impacts 
of the greenhouse effect.(6) 

V. I NOTES 

I 11 INPE u11es an area of 238,739 km 2 for Rond~nia (Brazil, INPE, 
19 e 9a, b I. 

121 The IBDF report uses l9R2 as the nominal year for the estimate, 
but most images are from 1981 (see F~11rnside, 1989e). 

(31 IBAMA was created in January 1989, and incorporates the former 
Brazilian Institute for Forestry Development (IBDF). From January 

:n 

to April 1989, IBAMA v~s known al IBRNRN, 

( 4) This deforestation rate assumes that there vas no clearinq 
prior to 1970 -- an assumption that, while clearly false, .akes 
the upsurqe of deforestation appear less explosive in the early 
1970s than it really was (see Fearnside, l986cl. 

IS) The term "Tocantins/GoiQ.s • i 1 used by II'PE (Brazil, INPE, 
1989a,bl to refer to portions of tie states of Tocantins and GoU1 
north of 13° S. latitude -- the limit of the •teqal Amazon• in thil 
area. Tocantins was created by Brazil's October l987·constitution 
from the northern half of the former state of Co~s. The border 
betweE-n Tocantins and the present state of Go.i.1s il an irrt!C}ular 
line zig-zagging along the 13th parallel, leavinq a small part of 
Tocantins out of the Legal Amazon and a small part of Coi~s inside 
this administrative unit. 

(6) Studies on burning in Altamira were funded by National Science 
Foundation grants GS'-422869 (1974-19761 and ATH-86-0921 (1986-
1988), and in Hanaus by World Wildlife tund-US ~rant CS-331 11983-
1985). Alberto Setzer made useful comments on an earlier version 
of the discussion or deforestation. 
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RECENt TOTl~ 

State Area or recent (pott 1960) elearlns (lc•2) &rta 
CI.EUI"O CI.EUUC 

Pereentace or pollt.leal unlt- C~t. lEST lEST 
J ... - ........... L ........................................................................................... !.Lot 
rearnalde lradl,lra&U, Hahar, Current orlchal 

"----------------------------------- --------ESt l"ltE I EStl"ltE I 

1989o UPE, INP£, 1989 but prl•arr 
rearndde lraEll, lru.U, Kahar, hat Perotntlfe Pereent.ac• 

1989e JNPE, UPE, 1989 •eU•at• ot tortlt ot orllln., 
1989a(a) 1989b eat.l•at.e rarest 
11 vl th oar- cleared 

1989a(a) 1989b tor (prl•arr• prl•ary 
aa vlt.h 0011par- old leo- roreat 

reported rect.lons(b) (lc•2)(d) 
(recent. + 

reported eorrect.lona 11on ondary)• eleared (o1 
C b) vl th eerrado 

Acre 

Mar~nhao 

lond3nla 

Lecll &•aEon 
Crorut+eerrado) 

572 112 

old 
clurln&s)(d) 

112 

12,837 105,790 . 1i,837 12,837 

51,803 50,670 51,803 81,195 

151,766 67,216 C.Ot,119., :a,Cl.L C:01,,~., ..,;, ... 1 ... 

118,111 88,711 

11,521 30,016 

3,565 Z,187 

16,768 20,279 

92,922 120,000 
le) 

31,623 58,000 

2,1157 3,270 

170,700 33, 120 

92,922 118,150 
(e) 

31,623 30,631 

2,187 2,187 

51,393 20,279 

0.2 

o. 3 

9·3 

ft •C 

12.1 

17.1 

1.6 

5.9 

8.0 

0.2 

o.8 

9-1 

7.1 

12.6 

1.0 

7.5 

5.1 

0.6 

0.8 

21.1 

7 .s 
13.0 

1.0 

63.2 

11.5 

0.1 

6.8 

'·' 
23.7 

1.1 

"·' 
12.0 

poll t- reeent11 
leal cleared 
untt 
pereent•c•• 

0.6 

0.8 

21.1 

22.9 

7.5 

13.0 

1.0 

za.2 
9.2 

o.a 
o.a 

21.1 

21.9 

7. 7 

13.0 

1.3 

za.z 
9.6 

o.a 
o.8 

60.7 

10.0 

11.2 

1.3 

za.2 

............................................................................................. .:"~-------------·--·--------- ------------------------
L•c•t &•aEon 
(rorut onlr) 

251,129 295,1132 267.~9 3115,2711 

(a) :~~=:·o:n:rp~~~e~!::~: c:r::rr~t;:p~~ ~~e;~~· ~~:r~~t.~:e::~t !:: aecond 
areaa roerer only to roreat oleartnc r' vhlh the deno•lnatora uaed in 
calculatln1 the peroent.a&e• rarer t6 the are•s or polltlcal unlU, 

7 .o 

lrtcludtnc ••••nnah •ec•tat.lon. Unleea ot.hervtse apeclrted, all other ••lues ln the table 
ret'er to clearlnr roreat (bot.h prl••rr and old eecondary) and cerrado (but. not. hu•ld n•annah). 
All nlues ln t.he table rerer to recent elearlnl ldent.trlable by 
t.radltlonal teehnlquee tor aatelUt.e laace lnt.erpret.at.lon C•e• Ut.t). 

6 •• 

Arn• ldjuated tor at.ate area ln lond&nh and Hat.o Croeeo, and tor clearlns ln old aecondary rarest. ln Par' and Maranhao. 

(b) &rut ror olearlnc tortlt (prl•ary and olci aeeondarT) + cerrado 
ut.l••ted asaualn1 that oerrado h cleared ln the saae proport.lon 
reported ror rore1t. C!leartnc vlthln eaeh state. In t.he oase or lond&nla, approo~:laatelr 751 or 

1tn• eerorado area lndtcated on the IMP£ ••P ts ln!ilde A•ertndlan ruerYee and ls essu•ed t.o be prooueted troa clearlnr. 

Co) All percent.aces ealcclated ueln1 the areaa or pollt.loal unlt.a uaed 
br t.he etted publleatlone. 

(dj Old (pre-1960) olearll'l onlT tneluded ror P•r' and Haranh'i'o. as r•port.ed by Brazil, INPE:, 1989b. 

Deno•lut.or ts orolslnal aroea or t.roplcal terra rtr•e (upland) prbary rore:st. (hu•ld and 
aubhu•ld), and doee not lnolud• cerrado and hu•ld n•annah. 

(eJ ldJuet..d ro,. st.at.4 area. 

TABLE 2: ORIGINAL YEGETlTlON AIID BEST ESTlHUE or AREAS RECENTLT CLEARED 
IN THE BRAZILIAN ~EGAL lHlZON rROH 1960 THROUGH 1988 

State OrlcLnal'Yesetat.lon (lc•2)(a) l'ec~r\t.ly cleared area (lca2) Percent. recent.11 Source 
cleared 

Foree t. Corrado Ru•ld Total Forest. Cerrado Total or or 

A•a&onas 

Karanhao 

Par' , 

•ond&nla 

Toeant.lns/ 
Colh 

(o) 

152,589 

99,525 

1,562,1188 

139,215 121,017 

aa•annah ortslnal (b) 
Yeset.at.lon 

152,589 

12,83l 112,359 8l2 

5,l65 1,567,953 12,8]7 12,837 

(e) 
572,669 235,3115 72,987 

260,232 3l, 1lo 20,661 51,803 

881,00i' 67,216 13l,277 201,l93 

1,180,0011 22,276 U,553 1,2116,8]3 91,200 1,722 92.922 
(r) 

215,259 Z7,785 2,3,0111 30,63• 989 ]1,623 

173,282 51,7]5 225,017 2, 187 2, 187 

10C,629 169,282 269,911 20,279 3l,11l 51,393 

11,195,660 575,705 217,5711 l,988,939 267,969 191,765 1159.7311 

roroest. rore3t + 

5. 7 

0.8 

0.8 

2• .5 

11.7 

7. 7 

111.2 

1.] 

20.2 

6. II 

cerrado 

5. 7 

0.8 

o.a 
21.1 

211.9 

7. 7 

13.0 

1.] 

20.2 

9.5 

Orlslnal •ec'!t.at.lon ln aceord vlt.h t.he IRPE •aP (Ftcure 1),.vlt.h-cne U1•annah 
areas apport.toned between hu•ld saYannah and cerrado ln t.helr approJtl•at.e proport.lon!!l ln t.he 

(d) 

(o) 

(o) 

(o) 

(e) 

(e) 

(o) 

(•) 

(o) 

aa•annah areas shown ror each state. The rore!!lt. ln tocantlns/GoUs ha!!l been incr-ea!!led by 68,573 kll2 
presu•ed t.o ha•e been lncluded ln t.he lRPE 8urny but. not. ln t.he aap or orlclnal •ecet.at.ton. 

8.2 

•'forest.• lneludes both prlaary C•lr&ln) rorest. and •old secondaroy forests• Crr011 
ctearlncs prior to 1960 ln Par' and "aranhko). Tot.al.s are areas or poll t.lc•l uni t.s, 
lneludtnc vat.er- aurraces, as ln t.he IMP£ and JBDf reports (aakln& t.he pereent.as~s underest.l•ates). Tbe a~a o• Tocantlnw/ 
ls t.t\at. uted by Brazll, IMP£, 1989a,b; lt. ls at. ••rlance wtt.h t.he 235,793 lca2 r-olli• 

(b) 

(e) 

(d) 

(e) 

(r) 

•.ned ln prewlou:s IMPE reports (e_:.&.. Tardln U .!.!·, 19150) ror the sa•e ceo1raphi:al arotl. 
Cerrado olearlnc, which w•!ll not. •eAsur~d ln t.he INPE at.udy (Brazil, INPE, 1989b), 
has been estl•at.ed aaaut~~lns that. this Y'!&et.at.lon type ls eleared in the .sa•e proport.lon 
as t.he rarest. vlt.hln eaeh st..tt.e. t.he e11cept.lone or RondOnia (where proport.lonallt.y 1.1 
as.su•ed e•eludlnc eerrado arii!AS ln A•erl"dlan relervat.lon.s) and "•t.o Crosso (vhere 
d.at.a edit. ro,. eerriGO elll!erlns in t.he western part. or t.he tt.at.e ln 1983, and t.he 
r111t.10 or cerrado t.o rorll!.st. elearln& obserwed t.her• ls assu•ed t.o apply t.o t.he ent.lr• st.at.e t.l'lrovch 1988). 

Pantanal (M•t.o cro!llso hu•id sa••nnah) area rroa IBGE data reproduced ln Benehleol (1989: 56). 
The r~aalnder or t.he aaunn11h area ln Kat.o Gr~sso .shown ln fls.ure 1 (vlt.h correct.lon 
ror elate area) ls considered cerrado. 

Linear project.lon rro• t.he l~st. t.vo y•ars or anllable satellite data (se~ rearn~ld~. 1989e). 

Bru.ll, IMPE, 1989b, vlt.h eorreet.lons ror at.at.e area and ~o cleartnc (see teat.). 

•ond8nla cel"rldo elearlnc as.su•es that. 6,91116 ka2 or oerrldo (251 or 

t.he 27,785 n2 or cerrado ln t.he st. ate accordlnc to- the J-.iPE ~.p-) l• e-;po;;;. to Cie;;:-tni: 
The re•ainder l1 ln an A•ertndi.an re~er-••· 
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TABLE 3: APPIOIIIIATE BIOMASS UD FOREST ARU BY STATE 

State 

Acre Ia• boo 
Other lov blo.a•s 
Den at 

A••P' t'lanaro•• 
Dena a 

l•azonaa Flooded 
Jurua/Purua 
Vaater11 A•azonaa 

Ia• boo 
Otftar low blo1111 

De nee 

Maranftao Old aeeondarr 

Malo 
Oroaao 

•ondanla 

Roral•ir. 

Toe an-
ttns/ 
Golh 

Other 

lorthern 

Trandtlon 

Old uoondarr 
Central 

Ve1t 

lorttt. 

tlne/low blo.aaa 
Denat (SII\Itl) 

Montane 

OUter 
Trend tlon 

Approlll•ate 
area 
(bZ I 103) 

30 
31 
92 

1 
99 

]0 
400 
200 

30 
226 

677 

61 
78 

100 

47J 

249 

158 

277 
215 

26 

147 
101 

Approxl•ata 
110.11!1 

(KT/ho) 

&rea 
eouroe 

100 
226 

356 

]54 

175 
418. 

266 

119 
83 

zo ' v.a. So•broek, ptra. eo••· 1989 
.209 (251 or re•alnder) 
418 (751 or re•alnder) 
200 lraaa, 1979 
]54 ra•alnder 

216 
149 
119 • 1ueas 

zo 
232 251 or ror-tat on 

fraall• eolla 
(V.c. So.brCMk, 
pera. 

'" 
co-.., 

100 lra&ll, tiPE, 1989a,b 
175. 

lrazll, INPE, 1989a,b 
lUI II 

lUI II 

aueas 

cues a 
arazll, UIPE, 1989•. b 

lraaa, 1979 

re•alnlnc rarest 
lssuHd all rarest 
reported ln lrazll, UP£, 

1989) 

1919•. b 

;:;;:i·--·-aii·r:;;:;;·-----------.:~;6·--------------;;;-t:;;;-:;L,h~d-;;------ ·----------
Aaazon area pre1ent) 

576 

211 (eean vel&hted by 
oltarinl rate) 

70.70 

llo.aea 
1ourea 

IUtll 
Jordan and Jllu11tll, 198] 
ror .rarl 

Co.aercl:d •oluet 
100 •lfh .. 
(V.Q. So.brod::, 
pero, •-·• 1919), 

ooou•od 501 or 
dense foraat 

"••n rro. rour 
loeatlOIII arou11d 
"•nauar raza11da 
Ol•ona (327. 7 IIT/ha) 
(Fearnalelt tt al., ed-a); 
fa&tnda Porto llevt 
(Fear11alde at al., ad-a) 
Jlleser•• Duelra and •••lrona 
(367,5 IIT/ha He Foerao1do, U!7b 
( l:lln&• and Jlloclrll'l••• 1971 
ll•••r•a lcltr 

1507.5 IIT/ho) 
1 rune• et o1., 19751. · 

1ue:u 
1ue sa baaed en t ••. 7 e)llla 
trunk •oluat for rortata 
Grandt CaraJaa rt&lOfl 
lrnU, SEPLU/COOEIAI/SUDifH. UU 

la:~ad on UO •]lha Mrctlla11 .. ~ 

::~• !~::~: ~r~:~:-C:~!:~: Ublallr 
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.. aaured ia 1raa11 (Faaraaida et. al., nd .. a) 1 tba poat.-bun abo•e-irouatS( 
bioaaaa IZPN&d to daoar ia Yaaa&ulla would be raduoad t.o 200 HT/ba. Loaa 
to deoar OYer U.e J.S rear iat.arnl (ua1na tba aldpoint.e or t.lle ran11 or 
:!::i:f•~r:0:!:1:11;:·~;;~ tta 51J. Lo .. h a , .. ,aar htarval rouowtna t.ba 

•) Dill ••• S.ldarriaaa (ad) rapert •••r•c• b1Nau •• 56 KT/ba tor 6-T raar-oU 
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vood ... , at. tba be11ne1D1 or eaab iat.erwal vould ba 1ti.U ror O-J.5 ,. .. ra. 

~~6f1 r!~r ,f:~;•;:a~:~r•n!;:sl~:~ ~;::: ~:::•,.!~2~a~:r ":-!:1~:i~~. ·~: •• 
value• tor \ba iDt.lrvala uaad in \ha praaaa\ aalo"hUoa (Q .. fll rura, •·f ,. .. r 
aad T-10 raara). 

TABLE 5: APPROXIMATE CARBON RELEASE FROH CLEARING IN THE 
BRAZILIAN LEGAL AMAZON 

Carbon release 
if all oonverted 
to pasture : 

(GT) 

Carbon release 
at current rate 
or clearing 
(GT/year) 

--------- --------- --------------------------- ------------------
Forest biomass 

:Cerrado biomass 

Soil (top 20 em) 

Total 51.0 

0. 196 

0.059 

0.015 

0.270 

--------- --------- --------------------------- ------------------



TABLE 6: lYERACE CLUUKC UTES II THE IUZILUI LEGAL AHUOK 

STATE 

Acre 

Lilt pre¥1oue data Clearlnc 
····················----·················----total bJ 1988 
rear Souree Clearlnc (k•2) 

total (k•Zl 

---------i;i;··---~;;;···-----------···a:ijj------------·i:6j•···--·--·······;;;i·-······--·-····-;;··-···;;;i·--------

1978 Tardln et al., 171 ~ 8•z 67 67 
1980 

1978 Tardln et al., 1 '791 12,837 1,105 0 1,105 
1980 

(o) 
1980 UDF, 1983& 10,671 5,,803 3.•37 2,080 5,517 

Hato Croaso 1980 IBDF, 1982b 52,786 201,,93 5,580 13,008 18,588 

(a) 
1986 IBDrtSUDAH 85,203 92' 922 3. 788 72 ],860 

(b) 
Jond6n1a 1987 UDF, 1989 22,913 31 ,62] 3,916 126 ,,o•z 

1981 IDBF, 1983b 1' 170 2, 187 U5 0 U5 

Toeantlni/Col'• 1980 IBDF, 1983& 9.120 5'' 393 I, 759 2o959 '· 718 

(o) 

20,298 

;;;,·;~;-;;;;~;;i;-;i;;;i;;-,;;i;:;;-;;;i;;;i;;-,;-;;;;-;;;;·;r-;id-<;;;:i;6o;·;;;;;;;;;·----------------------------

rored. Old aeoondarr tore at &ones total ]1 ,822 11:•2 ln r•r' and 60, 72' ka2 ln HaranhS"o; or then an eatlaate" 
2,255 lca2 and 2,*59 lr:a2 vere alea.-ed bJ 1986 and 1988 r"elpeeth·elr in Par£ and 

10,]69 ka2 bJ 1988 ln Haranhto. Eatlaatea in theae atatea ror Jeara prior to 
1916 had been unable to dl1t1n1ulah the old 18COftda~J ro~tlt r~oe •tr11n rore1t, and 
the clea~1n1 tn the old 14eondarr ro~est ~Ilion 11 therefore included without eorreeUon. 
For" 1986 and 1918 ln hr' and for 1988 tn H.ranhAo the elearln• within the old aeconda~r 
ro~eat area ta •••u•ed to h11Ye occurred ln the .,... ~~r~l,..... 1111 that::'J.n ... ~ r ... ~.r Cc-:-e~~tot. 

(b) JlondOnta clear-inc ~ate a••u•ed to rollov the trend rr(M the 1985·1987 
period ahown br &rHRII:. Uncorrected deforestation •aluea:~27 ,656 k•2 br 1985 (Hal1n1reeu and Tucker, 1988); 
J6,900 ka2 bJ 1987 (Jean-Peul Hal1n1rtau, peraonal aoe.unloatton, 1988); 
Corrected ror- cerredo and 18S adju.!lt•ent ro~ p1:r:a1 at:r:e erreet: 2•, 195 k•2 br 1985 and 
32,280 k•Z br 1987. 

TABLE 7: 

CARBON IELEAS£ FROH THE PRESENT UTE OF CLEAIIKC IN THE BRAZILIAN LEGAL 

AHUOR OIYEN DIFFERENT ASSUMPTIONS COMC!RMINO AYERACE FOREST BIOMASS 

Averaae 
Fore at 
B10III.!I.!I 

llo•a.!l.!l 
ear" bon 
relea:t~ (a) 
(HT/ho) 

..................... ----------------- ............ -- ............................... .. 
Fro• ro .. est elear1n1 (b) Total rro. 

(HT/hal Lesal 

(d) 
262.60 

252.00 

225.00 

210.67 

200.00 

17•.oo 
(e) 

155.10 

I or 5 GY Aea&on 

(OT/yo .. ) 
alobal ro~•ll (o) 
ruel release (GT/rear) 

J or 5 CT 
&lobal rotall 
ruel release ................................................................. ---------------··--·-------·· ...................................... ... 

120.1 0.25Z 5.0 0.318 6.• 

115.Z 0.2•2 •• 8 o. 308 6.2 

102.9 0.217 '·3 0.283 5. 7 

96.3 o. 203 '.1 0.270 5.' 

91.5 0.19' 3·9 0.260 5.2 

79.6 0.169 3 •• 0.236 
'· 7 

70.9 o. 152 3.0 O.Z18 '·' ---------·-----------··---- --------------·---·------------------------·· 
(a) Aaau•ea that the rephee•ent ••c•tatton la cattle paatu";; (10.67 "T/ha) dry velcht bloeau; 

aee Fearn!llde, 1987: 79); carbon content or •ecetaUon 0.50 (arter lrovn and Luco, 1982, 19II•J. 

(b) Inoludea 3. 92 IIT/ha carbon releeae rroe the top 20 e• or soU. 

(o) 

(d) 

(o) 

Includea r•l•••• r~oe eerrado <•••race bl(Maas 10.1 "T'"•) and ror aoUs ,u.su•ed equal to roreat 
raleeee. Cerrado carbon release at current elear"tns r-at• ls 

0.059 GT/rear (ezc}ud•• or aoll release). 

r;~7; • derl•ed (roe FAO forest Yolu•e estlaates lnd r~oe available direct •ea.!IUreaenta (Fearallde, 

Value derl•ed (roe FlO ro~eat •olv•• estl•at-..!1 tor tropical A•erl~an productl•e eloaed broedlear 
roreate (8roovn end Luco. 198•). 



TABU 8: 

roreat 

Cerrado 

Total 

CUI!OI RELEASES IN THE BRAZILIAN LEGAL AHAZON(a) 

LOll lf!THAHE SCENARIO , 

COIIplete clearlnc or L<ecal A•azon (CT) -------- -------- .................. --------
Carbon Kethane Total C02 equ1walent 
dlo:ride c c c 
c 

-5.-0 0.19 .5.59 '9 .16 

1.T] 0.01 1. Ta 1.88 

'T .13 o. 20 ar.n 51.0] 

HICK METHANE SCEKUIO 

Annual net releese ln 1988 (GT/711_.) 
.................. -------- ----·--- --------
Carbon Methane Total C02 equ1Yilent 
d1oJt1de c c c 
c 

0.187 0.001 0.188 0.203 

0.05' o.ooo 0.05' 0.059 

o. 201 0.001 o. 2a2 0.262 

Carbon •ono:dde C 

Total Annual 
olearlnc releaa<e 

(OT) (CT/rea•) 

1.97 0.008 

o.oa 0.002 

2.05 0.011 

COIIplete alearinc or Lesal A•azon Annual net release rro• 1988 oltiP'lnc r.t.e Carbon •onodde C 

c;;;;~-- M;th:;; .. T;~;i'"''"''"''"' coz·;;:t.alent ;:;;;;~-- ;;;~;;;~;- y;;;i'"''"'"" coz·;;:iYalent r;~;i'"''"''"' ·~~;;i'"''"' 
dio:~lde C C C dlo:dd~ C c c clearlns release 
C c COT) (CTIJ .. r) 

rorut l5.25 0.]9 l5.6l 52.97 0.181 0.002 0.188 0.227 2.-9 0.010 

Corrado 1.12 0.02 1.7a 2.0] 0.055 0.000 0.055 0.055 0.10 0.00] 

Total a6.9T o.•o 07.]7 55.00 0.212 0.002 0.2•3 0.282 2.59 0.013 

OP'OII releaee pt.- heat.ar-1 (MT Cilia oleered) Oro•• rtltl.tt per h•ot.•r• (Nt Cilia eltart• 
ror eoepltte cltl.r1nc or t.he L•c•l A•a&on ror elttrlnc tn 1988 

CHl C02 co CHa C02 co 

o.a5 113.5• •• T1 0.]8 9T .51 •• 02 

0.1] ]5.]5 1. ]5 0.1] ]5.]5 1.35 

Gross release per heetart ("'T Cilia elear~d) Grou rtlllll per lleet.are (NT Cltt.e eltlr• 
ror eo•pllt"i' elearlnc or t.llle L•c•l A•az:on ror elear1n1 In 1988 

CHl C02 CO CKl C02 CO 

0.92 11].11 5.9] o.n n.ZT 5.01 

0.26 ]5.25 !.TO 0.26 ]5.25 1,70 

--------- --------- ........................................................... ----------------------------·-·-·---·-··----·---------------·-·-----------·------ ------·----------------------------·------............................................................. _ .. _________________ _ 
(a) ::; ~:!•~:: !::• h~~~::: .. :~: !~!~;;1o~'";!:P:~~r::~;, vo:~!.!";:i:::e c~: ~~~b:~u~;.l;~: :!~::~ !"o! 1 :ou~d 5 i~~~ 1 !~:0 ~7 ~~:·~~~ ~141lrlns the L•cal '•••on, or 

0.283 and 0.]111 CTJyear for annual rele••• 1n 1988. 

.c.. 
(X) 

lJ1 



TABLE 9: GREENHOUSE C:AS EHISSIONS FROH DEFORESTATION OF THE BRAZILIAN LEGAL AHAZON (MT/ha) 

CHit C02 co N20 

------------------------------------LOW METHANE SCENARIO 
FOREST 

Burning 0.1111 115 •• 5 11.77 o.oz 
Total 0.60 11511. 16 11.77 o.oz 

CERRA DO 
Burning 0.12 33.10 3.37 o.ot 
Total o. 17 1 Ill •• , 3·37 0.01 

HIGH METHANE SCENARIO 
FOREST 

Burning 0.59 115. •5 t •. 8 3 o.oz 
Total 1. 23 •s2. n 111.8 3 0.02 

CERRA DO 
Burning o. 17 33.10 •• 25 0.01 
Total 0.35 1110.99 11.25 0.01 

(a) Calculated u~ing average biomas~ ror forests in the LegAl AmRzon. 

TABLE 10: GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS fROH COMPLETE DEFORESTATION OF 
THE BRAZILIAN LEGAL AMAZON (GT OF CAS) 

CH. C02 co 1120 

------------------------------------LOW METHANE SCENARIO 
FOREST 0.25 190.55 .. ,. 0.01 

CERRA DO 0.01 8.1. o. 19 o.oo 

TOTAL 0.26 198.69 5.13 0.01 

HIGH METHANE SCENARIO 
FOREST 0.51 189.95 6.22 0.0' 

CERRADO 0. 15 59.16 1. 78 o.oo 

TOTAL 0.66 2119.11 8.01 0.01 

--------- --------------------------- -----------------------------------· 
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Feamside, P.M. 1987. Summary of Progress in Quantifying the Potential Contribution of Ama7ooian 
Deforestation to the Global Carbon Problem. Proc;eedinp of the Worbhgp on 
Biogeochemistry of TrQpical Rainforests; Problems for Research. 

This article reviews previous estimates of the contribution of Legal Amazon forests to atmospheric 
carbon. Accurate information of the impacts from complete deforestation is necessary to give decision makers 
the information they need to judge whether taking action to contain deforestation is worth the fmancial and 
political cost. Consequently, this paper focuses on clarifying and addressing the latest information on carbon 
releases and sinks from the Legal Amazon. 

Most of the Legal Amazon forest is dense tropical forest. According to Fearnside, previous estimates 
of the biomass contained in dense tropical forests by Lugo and Brown (among others) have been too low. 
Fearnside's measurements show much higher levels of dense forest biomass, producing higher carbon releases 
from deforestation than previously anticipated. The reliability of estimating the biomass levels of dense tropical 
forest will have the greatest impact on final estimates of carbon released from the Legal Amazon forests. 

According to Fearnside, the timber volumes method for estimating biomass is not adequate. It results 
in biomass values that are too low. Direct measurements show twice the amount of biomass than estimates 
using the timber volume method. 

Fearnside uses measurements in 19 localities within Legal Amazon to determine a total volume of 
biomass for Legal Amazon. The average biomass from his calculations is 254.5 metric tons/ha. This gives a 
total carbon store (using 0.45 coefficient for conversion of biomass to carbon) of 45.34 G tons carbon or 50.38 
G tons of carbon using Brown and Lugo's 0.50 conversion rate. Data presently being collected by the World 
Wildlife Fund, INPA and Rankin should improve the accuracy of these figures. There are an additional 64.54 
G tons of carbon in the soil. 

Pasture biomass estimates produced by Fearnside are also higher, and estimates of the total biomass 
released from pastures declines very little (3.4%) from previous estimates. Using the higher biomass to carbon 
coefficient of 0.50, non-natural vegetation, such as secondary forests, contain higher amounts of carbon. 

Fearnside discusses potential carbon sinks in the region that have been identified as additional absorbers 
of carbon. In previous studies charcoal produced from burning has been over-estimated as a sink. Pasture 
charcoal is negligible in the short-term. Carbon fixing by regeneration of secondary forests has also been over
estimated in the past by claiming that secondary forests store 50% of the original carbon levels. Fearnside's 
revised estimate has complete regeneration by secondary forests storing carbon at only 15% of that of the 
original forest. 

C02 fertilization is discounted by Fearnside as a inadequate carbon sink. Plants are often limited in 
their growth by the lack of other nutrients, water and sunlight. Additional C02 in the atmosphere will only 
increase growth and carbon uptake a minimal amount. Climate changes from greenhouse gas concentrations 
could also alter the environment to reduce growth rates of plants. Finally, carbon deposited as litter and buried 
in sediments is not an important sink of carbon in the Legal Amazon. Most carbon in the rivers is from the 
Andes, not from the forests. Carbon is in a dissolved, not particulate state, and is in small concentrations 
compared to the amount of carbon released from deforestation. Much of the carbon washed away from burn 
sites, etc. would remain exposed to oxidation. 

Fearnside concludes by claiming that 49.7 G tons Cis the best present estimate of the longterm release 
of carbon from converting the Legal Amazon to cattle pasture, an amount 20% lower than his previous estimate. 
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Fcamsidc, P.M. 1986. "Brazil's Amazon Forest and the Global Carbon Problem: Reply to Lugo and Brown•. 
lnterciencia 11(2): 58-64. 

ABSTRACT: 
Fearnside rebuts arguments made by Lugo and Brown Qnterciencia 11(2): 57-58) which question the 

validity of his 1985 literature review and calculations on the contribution of tropical deforestation to the global 
carbon problem (Jnterciencia 10 (4): 179-186). Lugo and Brown maintain that Fearnside's article exaggerates 
the carbon dioxide contribution of tropical deforestation due to the author's citation of old literature, his factual 
mistakes, and his preconceived bias. 

Fearnside maintains that his review of old and new literature has been thorough, and that his analysis 
was conservative. He admits some factual errors were present in his article, but denies that they significantly 
alter his findings, and he denies that he was biased. 

In response to the alleged factual errors, Fearnside: (1) admits that above-ground biomass figures were 
mistakenly labeled total biomass in the text, but maintains his calculations were correct save for one minor error 
which decreased released carbon; (2) admits some biomass figures may be high but denies better information 
is available in some cases, and denies the resulting error could reach the magnitude Lugo and Brown suggest; 
(3) claims that reliable values for the area of secondary forest are difficult to obtain; ( 4) disputes Lugo and 
Brown's claim that he has overestimated the carbon loss following conversion to pasture; and (5) disputes that 
his rates of carbon release due to land use change are unacceptable. 

In regard to the allegations of unsubstantiated bias, Fearnside feels his analysis was conservative, and 
specifically responds that: (1) recovery rates for degraded pastures are low; (2) no evidence exists to indicate that 
natural forests have a role in the carbon cycle; and (3) he has not assumed delayed effects will cause all carbon 
in the Amazon vegetation to become airborne. 
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